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Abstract

The fast growth of video data on Internet is making a big challenge on present nearduplicate detection (NDD) methods. Furthermore, the emergence of websites such as
YouTube and Dailymotion poses an anti-piracy video search problem. That is, given an
original video (provided to YouTube by the content owner), we must find pirated videos
that are uploaded to YouTube by users to identify instances of illegal or undesirable
uploads. Moreover, recent progress in mobile device technology stimulates many new
applications such as augmented reality where the limitations on speed, power consumption, memory, processing time, and communication bandwidth at the mobile device put
new challenges on present NDD methods.
In this thesis, we try to overcome the above-mentioned challenges by using the technique of video hashing. By definition, video hashing is a randomized video dimensionality
reduction technique which maps a video to a short digest called as its hash vector based
on which the visual similarity between two videos can be measured. In order to use video
hashing to solve the challenges mentioned above, some open problems need to be addressed, mainly including: What is a really robust hashing method in terms of resilience
to severe content-preserving distortions? How to efficiently fuse different types of hashes
to further improve the detection performance? After having acceptable detection performance, how to make the hashes as compact as possible to enable scalable applications?
How to efficiently and accurately detect the positions of missing / inserted frames so
that temporal synchronization and hash extraction can form a single automatic process?
This thesis makes some effort to solve these open problems. Specifically, contributions
of this thesis consist of three aspects:
1)Robustness: We apply tensor factorization to extract video hashes which are robust
to most distortions due to a spatio-temporal separation property: When the attack is
spatial, the temporal components of hash vectors stay approximately invariant; likewise
spatial components stay unperturbed if the attack is purely temporal. 2)Compactness:
We model the input video to be a structural graphical model and partition the graph into
several subgraphs. The number of subgraphs enables an explicitly controllable and very
nice tradeoff between detection performance and hash length. 3)Automatic synchronizaiii

tion and hash fusion: We try to incorporate the automatic temporal synchronization,
which is based on dynamic time warping, into the video hashing system. We also proposed a hash fusion method called distance boosting which can fuse different types of
hashes in a future-proof manner to further improve detection performance.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The amount of digital media that can be accessed by every one has increased exponentially over the last decade. According to [1], in August 2006 YouTube hosted 6 million
videos but this number grew to 83 million by April 2008. Such proliferation of online
videos together with affordable multimedia editing software such as AVS Video Editor
makes copyright protection more difficult. In order to solve this problem, four types of
techniques can be used:
• Text descriptions: Duplicate detection based on text descriptions such as video
titles is clearly unreliable since the illegal uploader can simply change the titles to
avoid being detected.
• Watermarking [2]: Watermarking is an active technique in the sense that a watermark must change the original video by inserting a watermark in order to verify
authentication. This has a disadvantage that the videos already in circulation without embedding watermark can’t be authenticated using watermarking technique.
• Audio hashing [3–6]: Audio hashing is a passive technique which tries to extract robust features from the audio content of a multimedia file. There are two issues with
this method: 1) For some type of videos such as surveillance video, it has no audio
signal at all, so audio hashing can’t be used. 2) Sometimes, a copyrighted movie
may be uploaded to YouTube with audio signals changed from English to another
foreign language, in which case audio hashing technique is no longer reliable.
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• Video hashing / fingerprinting [7]: The passive video fingerprinting technique recently received more and more attention. By definition, a video fingerprint is a
perceptually based video digest according to which the visual similarity between
different videos can be measured.
Besides anti-piracy video search, video fingerprinting is widely used in other applications, among which five promising applications are:
• Google videos: As Internet users choose videos heavily depending on the first search
result screen (mostly look at only the first 10 results) [8,9], but 27% of the returned
relevant videos are duplicates [10], so it’s necessary for video search engine such
as Google videos to eliminate the returned duplicates and show different videos in
the first search result screen in order to attract more web users.
• Database purge: According to [11], every web video has around five copies on
average. This redundancy is excessive and database purge is needed to save storage.
In this case, video fingerprinting can be used to detect the video copies.
• Automatic annotation [12]: A video fingerprinting system can generate contextual
links where each link corresponds to a copy of the reference video. These contextual
links are very useful to produce meaningful information using data mining methods.
For example [13], tracking a particular TV advertisement about when and which
channel broadcast the commercial, can not only help the advertisers to check if their
commercials are broadcast as contracted with TV stations [14], but also generate
useful information to guide the company’s market strategy.
• Multi-channel Live Streaming: In order to guarantee the broadcasting quality of
some event, the website can track all available channels that broadcast the same
event, and automatically choose the cleanest and most continuous channel for the
web user.
• Augmented reality: Applications such as Google Goggles also create a new area
where video fingerprinting can be used to identify a video in a database and return appropriate augmented information (usually meta data) to give the user an
augmented world where the real world video is overlayed with related useful information retrieved from the database.
Note that the mission of video hashing is to detect video copies under contentpreserving distortions / attacks, mainly including three types (These three types have
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overlap.): 1) Signal processing distortions such as video compression, frame contrast adjustment, frame blurring, etc. 2) Geometric distortions such as frame rotation, random
frame bending, etc. 3) Temporal distortions including frame deletion / insertion, etc.
This mission differentiates video hashing from other signature verification techniques
such as handwriting authentication techniques [15–17] which try to differentiate topologically similar characters. But from the viewpoint of video hashing, these topologically
similar characters are usually visually the same with each other, hence should be classified
to be the same. Furthermore, video hashing is related to content-based video retrieval
(CBVR) in the sense that both of them try to search visually similar videos. But there
are also some differences between them. For example, CBVR usually needs to consider
robustness to viewpoint change, which is often ignored in video hashing applications.

1.2

Overview of Contributions and Thesis Organization

Video fingerprints (depending on the application domain) are typically required to be
robust, secure and compact. Robustness is the quality of the fingerprint to remain approximately invariant as content-preserving a.) spatial modifications e.g. compression,
noise, geometric manipulations including rotation, cropping, b.) temporal processing
e.g. frame dropping, subsampling and c.) joint spatio-temporal modifications are applied to the video. In practice hence, the fingerprint for a distorted video should be
“close” enough to the one corresponding to the original video. Here, the concept of
“close” depends on specific dissimilarity measure, where Euclidian distance and Hamming distance are the most commonly used measures. In [18], a metric learning method
is proposed to get a Mahalanobis distance which is distortion-specific. Robustness is the
essential difference between video hashing and traditional hashing techniques [19] which
change dramatically even under one bit changes to the input. Note that robustness to
distortions is of course meaningless in the absence of “discriminability”, i.e. the ability
to distinguish between truly distinct videos.
Besides robustness, security is another concern for video fingerprints. Specifically,
video fingerprint should be designed in a way that is difficult to estimate given the input
video and the hashing algorithm. For this purpose, video fingerprints are usually made
to be dependent on a secret key which invariably serves as the seed to a pseudo-random
number generator. The construction of the hash algorithm then introduces randomness
in the hash to prevent against attacks of guessing and content tampering. A variety of
efforts have been made in this direction [20–26] and both the definition of meaningful
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Feature
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Decision
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Fingerprint
Fingerprint
Database
Figure 1.1. A typical video fingerprinting system.

security measures and randomized hash algorithms continue to be actively researched.
The third requirement for video fingerprints is compactness, i.e., low rate. Here,
“rate” means the number of bits for each video fingerprint. The query fingerprint must
be compared with a fingerprint database, so the video fingerprint must be rate-efficient in
order to allow for scalable search over large video collections (such as those in YouTube).
Rate-efficiency is especially important in applications such as augmented reality where
usually the query fingerprint needs to be transferred from a mobile device to a server
center, in which low bandwidth is a constraint and quick system response is essential. A
few past efforts have suggested ways to reduce hash length while maintaining desirable
robustness, discriminability and security characteristics. For example, in [20,27,28] error
correction decoding such as the Reed-Muller decoder is employed to compress the output
of the quantizer.
Fig.1.1 demonstrates a typical video fingerprinting system consisting of three components: Feature extraction, quantization and fingerprint matching. This thesis made
contributions to video hashing from the following three aspects by considering one or
more of the components in Fig.1.1.

1.2.1

Robustness

What is a really good video representation that is robust to content-preserving attacks?
A major task of video hashing algorithms is randomized dimensionality reduction which
maps a video to a short digest called as its hash vector. So how to make the hash vector
robust? We model videos as 3rd-order tensors and use tensor factorization (specifically,
parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), which can be considered as SVD to tensors) to
construct video hashes. The resulting hashes are robust because they have a very interesting spatio-temporal separation property: When the attack is spatial, the temporal
components of hash vectors stay approximately invariant; likewise spatial components
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stay unperturbed if the attack is purely temporal.
Another contribution of this part of research is that we do an elegant mathematical
analysis of the proposed algorithm’s detection performance. Specifically, we model the
related vectors to be of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) distribution, and derive the
analytical formulas of miss probability and false alarm probability, hence the analytical ROC. The central idea in this derivation is to convert the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of quadratic forms of GMM vectors to a linear combination of CDF
of quadratic forms of Gaussian vectors, and apply the classical Imhof’s three-moment
χ2 approximation technique. We observe that the derived ROC is consistent with experimental ROC so we can use the derived ROC to predict the detection performance
when the algorithm is applied to large databases, which cannot be simulated via ordinary numerical experiment. Note that the proposed mathematical analysis can be used
to analyse not only our algorithm, but also a wide variety of other video fingerprinting
algorithms due to the powerful modeling ability of GMM.
This part of research has resulted in two publications: 1 journal paper in IEEE
Transaction on Image Processing, 1 conference paper in IEEE MMSP, 2011, and received
a Top 10% paper award. It will be described in detail in Chapter 2.

1.2.2

Compactness

Much previous work in video fingerprinting has focused on robustness and security issues, but the compactness requirement, i.e., the hash should be of a short length with
acceptable robustness and discriminability, continues to be a significant practical challenge. In this part of research, I proposed a video fingerprinting method with explicit
attention on compactness. First, we develop a new graphical representation of the video
which reduces temporal redundancies and makes robust feature extraction much more
economical by partitioning the graph into several subgraphs. The number of subgraphs
K can be used to facilitate an explicitly controllable tradeoff between detection performance and hash length where smaller K corresponds to shorter hash length but worse
detection performance.
My second contribution is to propose a randomized adaptive quantizer (RAQ) to further decrease the final hash length while maintaining acceptable detection performance
(in terms of receiver operating characteristics (ROCs)). The proposed RAQ is based on
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, and can result in binary hash vector of bit length that
approximately approaches the lower limit: log2 (Number of total videos).
This part of research, which will be described in Chapter 3, has resulted in two
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publications: 1 journal paper in IEEE Transaction on Information Forensics and Security,
1 conference paper in IEEE ICIP, 2012. Furthermore, 1 conference paper in IEEE MMSP,
which was done during my intern at Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories, is also
related to this part of research.

1.2.3

Automatic synchronization and hash fusion

When the query video results by deleting or inserting some frames from the reference
video, most existing methods assume the positions of the deleted (or inserted) frames are
either perfectly known or reliably estimated without telling how to estimate these positions. This assumption may be okay under typical transcoding and frame-rate changes
but is highly inappropriate in adversarial scenarios such as anti-piracy video search. For
example, an illegal uploader will try to bypass the ‘piracy check’ mechanism of YouTube/
Dailymotion etc. by performing a cleverly designed nonuniform sampling of the video.
We present a new solution based on dynamic time warping (DTW), which can implement automatic synchronization and can be used together with existing video hashing
methods. The second contribution here is to propose a new robust feature called flow
hashing (FH), based on frame averaging and optical flow descriptors. The intuition here
is straightforward: Pixel motions between frames is one of the most definitive features
for the video.
Another contribution of this part of research is to propose a fusion mechanism called
“distance boosting” to combine the information extracted by DTW and FH. Unlike
present methods, the proposed distance boosting is future-proof in the sense that whenever retraining is needed, we don’t need to regenerate the existing hash vectors.
The conference version of this research is submitted to IEEE ICIP 2014. The journal
version is in preparation. This part of research will be described in chapter 4.
The final chapter, Chapter 5, briefly summaries this thesis and gives suggestions for
future research.

Chapter

2

Robust Video Hashing via
Multilinear Subspace Projections
2.1

Introduction

This chapter focuses on robustness. We model videos as order-3 tensors and use multilinear subspace projections, such as a reduced rank parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) to
construct video hashes. We observe that unlike most standard descriptors of video content, tensor based subspace projections can offer excellent robustness while effectively
capturing the spatio-temporal essence of the video for discriminability. We introduce
randomization in the hash function by dividing the video into (secret key based) pseudorandomly selected overlapping sub-cubes to prevent against intentional guessing and
forgery. Detection theoretic analysis of the proposed hash based video identification is
presented wherein we derive analytical approximations for error probabilities. Remarkably, these theoretic error estimates closely mimic empirically observed error probability
for our hash algorithm. Further, experimental receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves reveal that the proposed tensor-based video hash exhibits enhanced robustness
against both spatial and temporal video distortions over state-of-the art video hashing
techniques. Firstly, let’s begin with literature review.
Review of Video Hashing Techniques: The key goal of video hashing is hence to
successfully identify videos under content preserving attacks or distortions to the video.
These content preserving distortions may in turn be 1.) incidental, e.g., spatial processing of video frames, compression, noise addition in transmission, frame-rate change in
video transcoding etc, or 2.) adversarial - i.e., intentional geometric manipulations to
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video frames including random bending, non-uniform frame removal etc. Note that from
the attacker’s viewpoint, there is a tradeoff between destroying hashes and destroying
perceptual contents, i.e., the attacker prefers distortions that can destroy perceptual
contents as least as possible but change the hashes significantly. The existing literature
takes two routes towards developing video hashes: The first class of methods are frame
based video hashing methods, that is each frame of the video is treated as an image
and state of the art image hashing techniques1 are employed. The image hashes are
then concatenated and/or combined in a manner such that temporal information is also
included [29–33]. Inspired by computer vision descriptor SIFT [34,35], Lee et al. [29–31]
proposed a hashing method based on Centroid of Gradient Orientations (CGO) whose
central idea is to extract direction (angle) information from the difference of adjacent
pixel values. Each video frame (image) is divided into blocks and the aforementioned
angle information from pixels within the block is combined into a single average or centroid statistic - hence the name CGO. These centroid statistics from each video frame
are concatenated to form the final video hash. The authors [30] argue that such a centroid of angle statistic exhibits robustness under compression, noise addition etc. which
are common video processing operations. However, because the CGO hash depends on
local angle information, its robustness under geometric distortions like rotation (global
or local) is fairly limited. Roover et al. proposed RAdial projection based haSHing
(RASH) [32, 33] wherein they compute the variance of pixel values on a set of lines articulated around the center of the frame followed by a one-dimensional DCT to get final
hash. To make the video hash more economical, they do the aforementioned procedure
on “key” frames of the video. In contrast to CGO which suffers against rotation, RASH
exhibits excellent rotational invariance due to its sampling method shown in Fig.1 of [33].
Frame based hashing methods while simple to compute, are well-known [36, 37] to
suffer from temporal attacks such as (uniform/non-uniform) frame rate change - either
incidental, e.g., in video transcoding or intentional, i.e., deliberate removal of parts of
video to defeat hash algorithms. Key frame based video hashing techniques [33] can
further be attacked to loose discriminability - since the resulting hash vectors will be
exactly the same as long as the attacked frames do not coincide with the frames that
are used to calculate the video hash. The value of temporal evolution of the video content is hence critical for hashing, and recent effort has concentrated on spatio-temporal
video hashes [36–41]. A representative method of this type is based on three-dimensional
(3-D) DCT which selects the low frequency 3-D DCT coefficients to form the hash vec1

For a thorough review of image hashing, we point the reader to [23].
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tor [36, 37]. In [38], Oostveen et al. apply a spatio-temporal Haar filter to the video to
extract the hash vector. A very recent technique in [39–41] forms temporally informative representative images (TIRIs) by averaging the successive frames in one segment of
video. Representative hash coefficients are obtained from these TIRIs by a 2-D DCT.
While these spatio-temporal techniques [36–41] can usually increase robustness to temporal attacks over frame-based hashing, the geometric attack (e.g., rotation, cropping)
vulnerability of DCT and other transform domain (e.g., 3-D DWT) hashes [37] is a major
practical concern. Selected video hashing algorithms have also introduced randomization
in the hash construction to increase security and minimize collisions of distinct videos
to the same hash. In [37], Coskun et al. proposed a secure version of 3-D DCT based on
a randomized basis transform (RBT), which introduces randomness through randomly
selecting the cosine frequency coefficients in performing the 3-D DCT. In [41], Esmaeili
et al. incorporated randomness by using two secret keys. The first key decides which
low frequency 2-D DCT coefficients should be selected while the second key randomly
permutes the selected DCT coefficients.
Overview of contribution: In this chapter, we take an approach inspired by multilinear algebra and develop a new video hashing algorithm based on modeling videos as
tensors and using sub-space projections of tensors, such as low-rank tensor approximations via PARAFAC [42]. First, we propose to model a video clip, which has both image
content in 2-D and temporal evolution in the third dimension, as a function of 3 correlated variables, i.e. an order-3 tensor. Representing the video as a third order tensor
captures the innate mathematical structure of the video and enables better exploitation
of the inherent spatio-temporal redundancy. Secondly, multilinear sub-space projection
techniques such as parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) enable a rank-r approximation
of the tensor as a sum of rank-1 tensors which are interpretable in that they correspond
to the spatial as well as temporal components of a video and have an interesting spatial and temporal separation: When the attack is spatial - the temporal components
of LRTAs stay approximately invariant; likewise spatial components stay unperturbed
if the attack is purely temporal. Especially when r is really small, e.g., r = 1, these
representations are very robust to perturbations on the original tensor. Further, to yield
a secure hash algorithm, we perform a random 3-D tiling of the video via overlapping
sub-cubes and compute low-rank tensor approximations (LRTAs) from these sub-videos.
Our randomization strategy makes a departure from existing spatio-temporal video hashing techniques such as 3-D DCT [37] which create a random basis on which to project
the video. The selection of random overlapping sub-cubes is in fact an extension of the
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very successful random rectangle selection for image hashing suggested by Venkatesan
et al [20]. Our randomization technique in fact can capture local video components hence guarding against adversarial temporal desynchronization attacks. A preliminary
version of this work has appeared in [43]. New additions over [43] include: 1.) Detection theoretic analysis and derivation of approximations to error probability expressions,
2.) detailed experimental comparisons against existing literature via ROC curves for a
variety of spatial and temporal attacks, and 3.) a complexity comparison of competing
video hashing algorithms.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides background on
low-rank tensor approximations (LRTAs), in particular the PARAFAC technique. The
randomized LRTA video hash algorithm is subsequently proposed in Section 2.3. Detection theoretic analysis of the proposed video hashing set up is provided in Section
2.4. Experimental results are provided in Section 2.5 wherein we report simple quantitative measures that can be used to examine hash robustness, and also perform statistical
evaluation via Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROCs) curves that quantify detection
error probabilities for video hashing algorithms over real-world video databases (acquired
from YouTube). In both these forms of evaluation, we compare the proposed LRTA video
hash against state-of-the-art video hashing techniques. Concluding remarks are collated
in Section 2.6.

2.2

Background: Tensor factorizations

Our video hash relies on obtaining multilinear sub-space projections of the video tensor
via low-rank tensor approximations. PARAFAC tensor factorization, which is perhaps
the best known low-rank tensor approximation method, can be considered as an extension
of matrix Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [42]. Specifically, rank-r PARAFAC
factorization of an order-3 tensor Y ∈ RI×J×K is:
Y ≈ Jλ; A, B, CK ,

r
X

λi ai ◦ bi ◦ ci

(2.1)

i=1

where ai ∈ RI , bi ∈ RJ , ci ∈ RK are component vectors which are usually normalized
such that the `2 norm is equal to one, A ∈ RI×r is a matrix whose columns are ai
for i = 1 . . . r. B and C are defined similarly. ◦ denotes outer product of vectors,
P
which means that (2.1) is equivalent to: yijk ≈ rl=1 λl · ail · bjl · ckl . PARAFAC tensor
factorization is usually represented graphically using Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Rank-r PARAFAC tensor factorization.

If the order-3 tensor Y represents a video, then the vectors ai and bi , which correspond
to decomposition results of frontal slices of Y, will summarize the spatial information
of the video. Simultaneously, the vectors ci will encode how that spatial information
evolves over the temporal dimension [44].
Computing the PARAFAC factorization is equivalent to solving the following optimization problem:
Jλ; A, B, CK = arg

min

λi ,ai ,bi ,ci

kY−

r
X

λi ai ◦ bi ◦ ci k2

(2.2)

i=1

where kk2 denotes the norm of a tensor which is defined analogously to the Frobenius
norm of a matrix:

v
u I J K
uX X X
2
yijk
k Y k2 = t

(2.3)

i=1 j=1 k=1

The problem in (2.2) is non-convex, hence obtaining the global minima is hard. And due
to the existence of local minimizers, the computing results depend on the initializations;
for rank-1 PARAFAC, the sensitivity to initializations is mitigated [45, 46]. A rich body
of numerical algorithms exists for computing the PARAFAC representation, viz. the
Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm [47, 48], as well as its many variants and
improvements [49–53].

2.3
2.3.1

Proposed Video Hashing Algorithms
Video hashing via Low-rank Tensor Approximations (LRTA)

The step by step description of our video hashing is provided in Algorithm 1.
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Characteristics of the Proposed Algorithm:
• PARAFAC has previously been successfully applied to psychometrics, chemometrics, neuroscience and high-dimensional data mining [42]. We conjecture that lowrank PARAFAC components can successfully capture the spatio-temporal essence
of the video while simultaneously exhibiting robustness under content preserving
distortions. As an example, consider a rank-1 PARAFAC:
Y ≈ Jλ; A, B, CK , λa ◦ b ◦ c

(2.4)

where ◦ denotes outer product of vectors. Consider the visual illustration in Figs.
2.2. (a) and (b). From [45, 46], we know that the i’th item of a (denoted by a(i))
is approximately equal to the sum of luminance of pixels in horizontal slice [42]
(represented by red square). After rotation, the resulting video tensor is shown in
Fig. 2.2 (c). Then cropping and resizing is applied to the resulting tensor (standard
steps in image/video processing - see for example Fig. 4 of [21]). The corresponding
a0 (i) is now obtained by averaging the horizontal slice represented by green square
of Fig. 2.2 (d). Because each video frame is a natural image which varies smoothly
in a spatial sense, a0 (i) ≈ a(i), i.e., the sum in the red square. This explains the
robustness of LRTA component a against rotation. Analogous arguments can be
constructed for b, and c, using lateral slices and frontal slices, respectively, instead
of horizontal slices.
• Although there exists more than one method that can be used to calculate PARAFAC
[49–51], we use the “workhorse” algorithm ALS [47] in our experiment, since those
variants of ALS are: 1.) Only attractive from a numerical standpoint, and 2.) do
not really offer significant improvement for rank-1 decompositions (more applicable
to higher rank PARAFAC) and rank-1 is our preferred choice for video hashing to
impart sufficient robustness.
• We guard against intentional guessing and forgery of the hash by computing the
LRTA hash from randomly selected overlapping sub-cubes or sub-videos such that
their union approximately spans the whole video. That is, the locations as well
as sizes of these sub-cubes2 are determined by a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG). The secret key K serves as the seed to this PRNG. Because the key is
unknown to the attacker, the randomized locations and sizes of these sub-videos
2

For notational ease, the sizes of each sub-video/cube in Step 2 are defined to be the same - they may
be varied in practice to increase randomization.
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Figure 2.2. Illustrating rotation robustness of rank-1 PARAFAC

impart the necessary entropy to the hash. Further, by defining smaller sub-videos
from which to compute the hash, we capture local components of the video. This
in turn greatly improves the resilience of the hash against adversarial attacks of
temporal desynchronization where selected frames are removed from the video to
defeat the hash algorithm. One example of the distribution of these sub-cubes
under two different keys is shown in Fig. 2.3, where Q = 8 sub-cubes ∈ R32×32×32
are selected randomly. For ease of visualization, only 3 sub-cubes are shown in
each video ∈ R64×64×64 . Sub-cubes are overlapping because related research in
image hashing [20], [23], [54,55] shows that overlap can make the hash more robust
against estimation attacks.
• The averaging operator in Step 4 prepares vectors that consolidate the spatiotemporal information from each of the sub-cubes while keeping the hash to be a
manageable length for practical applications. Specifically, averaging as opposed to
concatenating is a better choice in Step 4 of the hash algorithm since it retains most
of the robustness/discriminability of the hash without unreasonably increasing its
length (which could increase sharply with the number of sub-cubes). Randomized
linear combinations (with the help of the secret key K) could also be performed in
this step which can facilitate a robustness vs. security trade-off [21].
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Algorithm 1 LRTA Video Hash
Input: Query video Vq .
Output:
Hash vector hK (Vq ) ∈ R(M +N +P )·r .
1: [Normalization] To make sure that all videos are handled similarly, akin to existing
video hashing methods [37], we experimentally pre-determine a desired video size of
I × J pixels per frame with a total of K frames. Then, given any query video Vq ,
temporally re-sample the video so that it has exactly K frames. Perform spatial
re-sizing of each frame to RI×J , resulting in a normalized video V ∈ RI×J×K .
2: [Randomization] Randomly select the locations of Q overlapping sub-cubes Vi ∈
RM ×N ×P , i = 1 . . . Q, M < I, N < J, P < K, so that they approximately cover the
entire video V - see Figs. 2.3(a), 2.3(b).
3: [Rank-r PARAFAC factorization] For each sub-cube representing a sub-video
Vi , calculate its rank-r PARAFAC tensor factorization as in (2.2). This results in 3
sets of r vectors corresponding to the two spatial and one temporal dimension(s). Via
concatenation, collect the spatial components into vectors xi ∈ RM ·r , yi ∈ RN ·r .
Similarly, the temporal components are collected in a vector zi ∈ RP ·r for i = 1 . . . Q.
4:

[Arithmetic averaging] The final hash hK is as follows:
h PQ
i
PQ
PQ
i=1 xi
i=1 yi
i=1 zi
hK =
∈ R(M +N +P )·r
;
;
Q
Q
Q

(a) Randomization with secret key K1

(b) Randomization with secret key K2

Figure 2.3. Randomly distributed overlapping sub-cubes in a video as determined using two
different secret keys K1 and K2 .

2.3.2

Validating Hash Robustness

A preliminary experiment is provided here which illustrates the ability of the proposed
hash algorithm to effectively capture robust and informative spatio-temporal video features. The video frame shown in Fig. 2.4(a) undergoes compression and white noise
addition resulting in the video frame in Fig. 2.4(b). We address the video hashing methods in [37], [30], [33] as DCT, CGO and RASH, respectively. All videos are normalized
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(a) One frame of an original
video

(b) The same frame after compression and AWGN

Figure 2.4. Corresponding frames from an original video and its distorted version

to R64×64×64 based on which DCT, CGO and RASH hash vectors are computed. For
the frame based methods, i.e., CGO, RASH, the number of features per frame (or key
frame) was calibrated such that each of these hashes ∈ R128 . Likewise, a robust set of
128 low-frequency 3-D DCT values as described in [37] (barring the DC coefficient) was
chosen. To maintain approximate consistency in hash lengths across algorithms, we compute PARAFAC with rank r = 1 on 8 (randomly selected) sub-videos ∈ R42×42×42 and
therefore synthesize an LRTA video hash ∈ R126 . Figs. 2.5(a) through 2.5(d) plot the
actual hash vectors extracted from the videos in Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) corresponding
to the four hash algorithms above. That is, the vertical axis plots each component of
the hash vector against its corresponding index in the horizontal axis. The correlation
between the hash vectors of original vs. distorted video is worth investigating in Figs.
2.5(a) through Fig. 2.5(d). In particular, for the proposed LRTA video hash (Fig. 2.5(a))
this correlation is particularly well pronounced for indices 85 through 126 (the final 42
entries) because they largely encode temporal information while the applied distortion
is a spatial attack applied to each frame.
Analogously we apply a temporal attack (with no additional spatial distortion to the
individual frames), i.e., temporal sub-sampling3 by a factor of 4 to another video and
visually examine correlation between original and distorted hash vectors in Figs. 2.6(a)2.6(d). It may be inferred from Fig. 2.6(a) that now the first 84 (spatial) coefficients
of the LRTA video hash are virtually indistinguishable from its attacked version. We
note that such characteristics are not exhibited by the CGO, DCT and RASH hash
algorithms as confirmed by the plots in Figs. 2.6(b)-2.6(d). This ability of the LRTA
hash to discriminatively capture the spatial and temporal information present in the
video makes it robust against a wide variety of incidental as well as adversarial attacks
3

The missing frames are estimated by linear temporal interpolation.
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(a) LRTA

(b) 3-D DCT

(c) CGO

(d) RASH

Figure 2.5. Plot of hash vectors (vs. index) extracted from an original video and its attacked
version. The spatial attack that involved compression and noise addition applied to each video
frame.
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(a) LRTA

(b) 3-D DCT

(c) CGO

(d) RASH

Figure 2.6. Plot of hash vectors (vs. index) extracted from an original video and its attacked
version. The temporal attack involved temporal sub-sampling by a factor of 4. No other spatial
attack was applied to individual video frames.
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Figure 2.7. Detection theoretic model of video hashing. n denotes noise due to incidental/
adversarial video manipulations. x is the hash of a reference video V, z denotes the hash of a
visually distinct video V0 .

as formally validated in Section 2.5. Note that this spatial-temporal separation property
of LRTA also gives us a potential ability to infer whether the distortion is spatial or
temporal; in this thesis we don’t investigate this inference ability which is left as a future
research direction.

2.4

Detection Theoretic Analysis

Making decisions using video hashes of a pair of videos naturally lends itself to modeling
as a binary hypothesis testing (detection) problem. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Here
H0 represents the hypothesis that the query video has “visually different” content from
the reference video V; correspondingly, H1 represents the hypothesis that the query video
is an attacked/distorted version of the reference video V. Let y ∈ RL be the hash of query
video, x be the hash of reference video, z ∈ RL be the hash of a “perceptually” distinct
video. Furthermore, let n ∈ RL denote the noise caused by attack which is assumed to
be independent of x, i.e., the effect of incidental or adversarial video manipulations is
modeled as colored multivariate noise. We define w , y − x ∈ RL . Then, the following
binary hypothesis testing problem results:
H1 : w = n ∼ fw|x,H1 (w) = fw|H1 (w)

(2.5)

H0 : w = z − x + n ∼ fw|x,H0 (w)

(2.6)

where “|” denotes “conditioned on”. Consistent with the detection theoretic set up in
Fig. 2.7, y is either x + n or z + n from which (2.5) and (2.6) follow naturally.
In order to quantify detection error probabilities, the distribution of w under each
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hypothesis must be modeled. Under each hypothesis, we represent w by a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM), i.e.,

fw|H1 (w) =

M
X

ci ri (w)

(2.7)

i=1
M
X

ci = 1

(2.8)

i=1

fw|x,H0 (w) =

N
X

di qi (w)

(2.9)

i=1
N
X

di = 1

(2.10)

i=1

where ri (w) ∼ N (µ1i , Σ1i ), i = 1 . . . M, µ1i ∈ RL , Σ1i ∈ RL×L and qi (w) ∼ N (µ0i , Σ0i ), i =
1 . . . N, µ0i ∈ RL , Σ0i ∈ RL×L , ci ∈ R, di ∈ R. Therefore, the parameters {ci , µ1i , Σ1i }M
i=1
and {di , µ0i , Σ0i }N
i=1 completely characterize the distribution of w under the two hypothesis.
In order to make decisions, we employ the widely used energy detector, i.e., the `2
norm of the difference of hash vectors4 . Then, the miss probability and false alarm
probability are defined as follows:
PM (τ ) = P (k w k2 > τ |H1 )

(2.11)

PF A (τ ) = P (k w k2 < τ |H0 )

(2.12)

Note that the detection statistic is essentially a quadratic form of a random vector drawn
from a GMM distribution. In particular, expanding the PM expression:
P (k w k2 > τ |H1 )

(2.13)

P (k w k22 > τ 2 |H1 )

(2.14)

= P (wT · w > τ 2 |H1 )

(2.15)

PM (τ ) =
=

According to continuous version of the law of total probability [56], (2.15) can be con4

While the optimal detection statistic may be derived for our given set up, the choice of the energy
detector ensures a fair comparison across different hash algorithms which we’ll compare against in Section
2.5.
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verted to a sum of quadratic forms of Gaussian random vectors,
PM (τ ) = P (wT · w > τ 2 |H1 )
PM
=
i=1 ci · Pi

(2.16)
(2.17)

where
Pi , P (viT · vi > τ 2 )

(2.18)

when vi ∼ N (µ1i , Σ1i ), i = 1 . . . M .
Hence the problem has been simplified to working with the distribution of a scalar
random variable which is a quadratic form of a colored Gaussian random vector. Unfortunately, a closed form pdf(probability density function) for such a random variable
is unknown (barring the special case when the Gaussian random vector has i.i.d components). We therefore investigate approximations to the pdf. The statistics literature
has investigated different ways to approximate the distribution of quadratic form of
Gaussian random vectors [57]. Here we use Imhof’s three-moment χ2 approximation
technique [58], which is usually considered to be one of the most precise approximations
of distributions of quadratic form of Gaussian random vectors. Because Qi , viT ·vi ∈ R+
can be transformed to a weighted sum of non-central χ2 random variables [58], Imhof
approximates Pi using distribution of an equivalent central χ2 random variable based
on defining an effective degree of freedom based on first three moments of Qi . Specifically, let P1i ∈ RL×L be the transpose of the normalized eigenvector matrix of Σ1i ,
i.e., P1i × PT1i = IL , diag(1, . . . , 1), P1i × Σ1i × PT1i = D , diag(λ1i1 , . . . , λ1iL ), where
| {z }
L

λ1i1 , . . . , λ1iL ∈ R+ are eigenvalues of positive-definite matrix Σ1i . Furthermore, let
C ∈ RL×L be the transpose of Cholesky decomposition of Σ1i such that Σ1i = CT × C
and define ui , P1i × (CT )−1 × vi ∈ RL , ν , P1i × (CT )−1 × µ1i ∈ RL . Then
Qi =

viT vi

=

uTi Dui

=

L
X

λ1ij χ2hj (δj )

(2.19)

j=1

where χ2hj (δj ) is a non-central χ2 random variable with degrees of freedom hj and noncentrality parameter δj . Here, hj = 1, δj = νj2 , with νj the jth element of ν, for j =
1 . . . L [58]. Imhof’s three-moment χ2 approximation technique approximates Qi using a
central χ2l∗ distribution so that Qi and χ2l∗ have equal skewness (the third standardized
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moments),
P (Qi > τ 2 ) =

P(

Qi −µQi
σQi

> τ ∗2)

(2.20)

χ2l∗ −l∗
√
> τ ∗2)
2l∗
√
P (χ2l∗ > l∗ + τ ∗ 2 2l∗ )

≈

P(

=

(2.21)
(2.22)

where
τ ∗2 =
µQi

=

τ 2 − µQi
σQi
L
X

λ1ij +

j=1

σQi

(2.23)
L
X

λ1ij δj

(2.24)

j=1

v
u
L
L
X
X
u
= t2 · (
λ21ij + 2
λ21ij δj )
j=1

l∗ =

(2.25)

j=1

PL
P
2
3
2
( L
j=1 λ1ij δj )
j=1 λ1ij + 2
P
PL
3
3
2
( L
j=1 λ1ij + 3
j=1 λ1ij δj )

(2.26)

Combining (2.17),(2.22),(2.23),(2.24),(2.25),(2.26), we get (2.27).

PL
P
2
3
2
( L
j=1 λ1ij δj )
j=1 λ1ij + 2
)+
PM (τ ) ≈
ci P (χ ( L λ2 +2 PL λ2 δj )3 > ( PL
P
j=1 1ij
j=1 1ij
λ31ij δj )2
( j=1 λ31ij + 3 L
PL
PL
j=1
3
3
i=1
2
(
λ
+3
λ
δ )
j=1 1ij
j=1 1ij j
v
PL
P
P
P
u
L
2
2 +2
3
u ( L
λ
λ
δ
)
λ
+
τ2 − ( L
j=1 λ1ij δj )
j=1
j=1 1ij j
j=1 1ij
1ij
t
q
·
2
·
)
P
P
P
P
L
3
3
2
( L
2 · ( L λ2 + 2 L λ2 δj )
j=1 λ1ij δj )
j=1 λ1ij + 3
M
X

2P

j=1

j=1

1ij

(2.27)

1ij

Substituting the cumulative distribution function of χ2 random variables, we get the
approximation of miss probability (2.28),
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PM (τ ) ≈
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X
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1ij

(2.28)
which can be simplified to its final form (2.29),
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PM (τ ) ≈

M
X

ci (1 −

i=1

(2.29)
where, γ(k, z) is the lower incomplete Gamma function defined as
Rz
γ(k, z) = 0 tk−1 e−t dt, and Γ(z) denotes the Gamma function:
R∞
Γ(z) = 0 tz−1 e−t dt.
Similarly, false alarm probability can be shown to be (2.30),
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which can be simplified to its final form (2.31),
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(2.31)

where ϕj = ξj2 , ξ = P0i (ET )−1 µ0i , P0i ∈ RL×L is the transpose of normalized
eigenvector matrix of Σ0i , E ∈ RL×L be the transpose of Cholesky decomposition of
Σ0i , λ0i1 , . . . , λ0iL are eigenvalues of Σ0i .
In the above derivation, the false alarm probability PF A is essentially dependent on
the reference hash x (owing to the conditioning on x in (2.6)). In practice, we are of
course interested in the “average” false alarm probability over a database of distinct
videos. The conditional false alarm probability in (2.31) is therefore a random variable
which is a function of x and we can get the average false alarm probability by taking an
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expectation over x:
Ex (PF A (τ )) = Ex (P (k z − x + n k< τ |x))

2.5

(2.32)

Experimental Results

We now formally evaluate our proposed LRTA video hash against a variety of incidental
as well as adversarial video manipulations. Comparisons are simultaneously made to
known state-of-the-art algorithms labeled CGO [30], RASH [33] and the 3-D DCT [37]
video hashing methods respectively. The hash length is 128 for the CGO, RASH and
DCT methods, and set to 126 for the LRTA video hash. The parameters which result
in this hash length are the same as described in Section 2.3.2.

2.5.1

Quantitative Measures of Hash Deviation

First, we extensively test the LRTA video hash’s performance under typical distortions/attacks applied to video data. This includes:
• Incidental signal and image processing attacks: E.g., compression, random
contrast changes, blurring and addition of white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
• Geometric attacks: E.g., individual frame rotation, cropping and rescaling,
where frame rotation is usually incidental attack, cropping as well as rescaling
are adversarial attacks.
• Temporal attacks: E.g., frame rate change (incidental attack), temporal desynchronization via random frame deletion (an adversarial attack).
Hashes were computed from a database of n = 1000 original videos obtained from
YouTube and their respective distorted versions. To facilitate evaluation, we define a
quantitative measure

Pn

khK (Vi )−hK (A(Vi ))k
n
j=1 khK (Vi )−hK (A(Vj ))k

i=1

D=

Pn

i=1

Pi−1

(2.33)

n·(n−1)
2

Here, Vi denotes the ith video in the database of size n, A(V) denotes the attacked
version of a video V. Since D represents the ratio of the average Euclidean distance
between visually similar videos and between visually different videos, the smaller D is,
better the performance of the algorithm. The characterization of various attacks and
corresponding quantitative results (values of D) across the 4 hash algorithms discussed
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Table 2.1. Incidental as well as adversarial video attacks

Attack
Compression
Contrast enhancement
Blurring
AWGN
Frame rotation
Frame cropping
Frame rate change
Frame rate change
Frame rate change
Random frame deletion

Parameter Setting
Motion JPEG with quality factor 10
Increase contrast to 100 (AVS7.1)
Circular averaging filter with radius 10
σN =110
5 deg counterclockwise
25% cropping
Subsampling by a factor of 2
Subsampling by a factor of 4
Subsampling by a factor of 8
Deletion of 16 frames

in Section 2.3.2 are provided in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. From Table 2.2, it is
readily apparent that the proposed LRTA video hash is either the best or in the worst
case the second best across all the attacks. It is worth emphasizing that RASH owing
to its choice of radial features [33] exhibits excellent robustness under rotation.
Since a key practical application of video hashing is to detect duplicate uploads to
websites such as YouTube, we perform an experiment where “reference” YouTube videos
are compared to their various different uploaded versions. The uploaded versions can
hence be understood as distorted versions of the reference where the distortions include:
• Uploads with different spatial resolutions: It’s quite often that different users
upload the same video at different spatial (frame) resolutions. Even YouTube maintains some videos with different spatial resolutions ranging from 240p to 1080p.
Two typical frames of such videos are shown in Figs. 2.8(a) and 2.8(b).
• Uploads with different viewing sizes: The uploads of videos with varying
amount of frame viewing size (representative of a cropping and/or rescaling attack)
can be done for inline advertising or branding, viz. logo insertion. One such example
is shown in Figs. 2.8(c) and 2.8(d).
Five original videos and their uploaded versions were obtained from YouTube for
testing. Their listing can be found at:
http://signal.ee.psu.edu/VideoHashing.htm. As in Table 2.2, we report normalized
hash deviation for the various algorithms. The results are shown in Table 2.3 and the
merits of the LRTA video hash in identifying duplicate uploads to YouTube are readily
apparent; also note that DCT is good for the case of different resolutions and RASH is
good for different viewing sizes.
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(a) High resolution

(b) Low resolution

(c) Upload - size 1

(d) Upload - size 2

Figure 2.8. Different uploads of YouTube videos with the same content
Table 2.2. Normalized hash deviation under different attacks

Attack
Compression
Contrast enhancement
Blurring
AWGN
Frame rotation
Frame cropping
Frame rate change (Factor 2)
Frame rate change (Factor 4)
Frame rate change (Factor 8)
Random frame deletion

LRTA
0.0097
0.4208
0.1293
0.3487
0.2003
0.6114
0.1043
0.1773
0.2721
0.1301

DCT
0.0126
0.4693
0.0289
0.2138
0.4031
0.9103
0.0810
0.1857
0.4089
0.1719

CGO
0.1281
0.4766
0.4137
0.5247
0.8924
0.6591
0.2463
0.3429
0.4503
0.2635

RASH
0.0091
1.1265
0.3096
0.6023
0.1048
0.3526
0.1770
0.2855
0.5000
0.1600

Table 2.3. Normalized hash deviation corresponding to different YouTube uploads

Attack
Different resolutions
Different viewing sizes

LRTA
0.0148
0.4526

DCT
0.0130
0.8915

CGO
0.1836
0.7632

RASH
0.0178
0.2205
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(a) One frame of the original video

(b) Compression and AWGN

(c) Rotation by 5 deg counterclockwise

(d) Frame after random bending

(e) Frame after MPEG4 compression,
rotation and random contrast adjustment

Figure 2.9. Video frame under spatial desynchronization attacks
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2.5.2
2.5.2.1

Statistical Evaluation
ROC Curves and Comparisons with existing work

We now provide detailed statistical evaluation for a few carefully selected and particularly
strong attacks. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are commonly used to
compare the performance of different hashing algorithms. We employ the widely used
energy detector, i.e., the `2 norm of the difference of hash vectors for making inferences.
Consistent with (2.11),(2.12), the miss and false alarm probability (respectively PM and
PF A ) are defined as follows:
PM (τ ) = P r(k hK (V) − hK (A(V)) k> τ )

(2.34)

PF A (τ ) = P r(k hK (V) − hK (A(V0 )) k< τ )

(2.35)

where A(V) denotes the attacked version of a video V and V0 represents a completely
different video, which are treated as random in (2.35).
We evaluate 4 distinct hash algorithms: The DCT, CGO and RASH hash algorithms
[37], [30], [33] and the proposed LRTA video hash. A database that consists of 1000 good
quality videos was obtained from YouTube and used in our experiments. Each video
was normalized to R64×64×64 prior to hashing. Our proposed algorithm implemented
PARAFAC tensor factorization using tensor toolbox provided by Sandia National Labs
[59]. The MATLAB code for all algorithms, and finally the evaluation scripts for ROC
curves are available at:
http://signal.ee.psu.edu/VideoHashing.htm.
Spatial Video Manipulations: A common signal processing attack is compression
plus AWGN which simulates the effect of transmitting videos via noisy channels. We
apply MPEG4 compression to the videos and then add Gaussian noise with a fairly high
variance. The effect of this attack is shown in Fig. 2.9(b). The corresponding ROC
curves are shown in Fig. 2.10(a), from which we can see that the 3-D DCT based video
hash has the best performance under this attack (owing to the well-known invariance of
low frequency DCT coefficients under compression). LRTA is second best and is closely
followed by CGO. Next, we consider the effect of two geometric video manipulations.
This includes global rotation by 5 degrees counterclockwise and a carefully contrived
“bending” attack which results from combining results of several local rotations. An
example video frame and its attacked versions under the aforementioned attacks are
shown in Figs. 2.9(a), 2.9(c),2.9(d). The frame after rotation is then cropped to exclude
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(a) Compression and AWGN.

(b) Frame rotation.

Figure 2.10. Statistical evaluation of video hashing algorithms via Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.
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(a) Random Local Bending.

(b) Temporal sampling with factor 4.

Figure 2.11. Statistical evaluation of video hashing algorithms via Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.
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the zeros (black part) and resized to a predefined size. The ROC curves corresponding
to these two attacks for the 4 video hashing algorithms are plotted in Figs. 2.10(b) and
2.11(a). From Fig. 2.10(b), it may be inferred that for rotation, RASH and LRTA are
the most competitive with RASH being mildly better owing to its inherent robustness
to rotation which has been observed in past work [33] as well. Since CGO is based on
angle information [30], its ROC curve suffers against rotation, and this is confirmed by
the results in Fig. 2.10(b). Analogously, Fig. 2.11(a) reveals that the LRTA and RASH
methods are comparable, and yield lower error than the other methods.
Temporal Video Manipulations: Temporal video synchronization as a pre-processing
step: Temporal attacks comprise uniform and non-uniform frame dropping and (approximate) recovery via temporal interpolation. Under non-uniform frame dropping,
interpolating missing frames is of course a challenge because in the absence of any information from the original video, the location as well as the number of missing frames
is unknown. In many previous comparisons, video hashing papers [30, 33, 37] assume
that the temporal indices of the attacked frames are known - so as to focus completely
on errors owing to temporal interpolation. In general, a temporal synchronization step
must be performed prior to computing video hashes for comparisons. Pioneering work by
Haitsma et al. [3] and Mihcak [60] et al. have suggested synchronization strategies that
rely on the knowledge of image hashes of a subset of video frames at the receiver. The
central idea of [3, 60] is that a few (deterministic or randomly chosen) frame hashes can
be successfully transmitted to the “receiver” - which means that for comparing videos,
in addition to the spatio-temporal video hash, access is available to image hashes of
key video frames. Based on this side information, the temporal synchronization step is
performed by computing key frame hashes of the attacked video and comparing them
against “reference” key frame hashes via a formal combinatorial optimization. Detailed
description of the optimization procedure can be found in Section 2 of [60].
We test under the attacks of both uniform and non-uniform frame dropping. A
typical incidental attack involves temporal re-sampling: Here, we perform temporal subsampling by a factor of 4. A second temporal attack involves deletion of 16 successive
frames from a randomly selected location in the first half of the normalized video (which
has 64 frames). Such temporal desynchronization is in fact representative of undesirable uploads of copyrighted content to YouTube videos where selected frames (generally
successive chunks) are maliciously removed, e.g., removing a small advertisement chunk
from a sports video. As reviewed above, image-hashing based temporal synchronization [3, 60] was applied to normalize the videos to the same temporal size. Specifically,
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each of our image frame hashes was based on non-negative matrix factorizations [23]
and 4 frames were randomly chosen for synchronization and corresponding frame indices
were inferred by executing an optimization as in [60].
The ROC curves under temporal subsampling by a factor of 4 are shown in Fig.
2.11(b). In this case, the spatio-temporal techniques viz. the 3-D DCT and LRTA
video hashes expectedly perform much better than the frame-based CGO and RASH
methods. For the non-uniform temporal frame dropping, two versions of ROCs are
reported in Figs. 2.12(a) and 2.12(b). The ROCs in Fig. 2.12(a) correspond to the case
when locations of temporally missing frames are exactly known. This while unrealistic
in practice, allows evaluation of video hashing algorithms under non-uniform temporal
interpolation. Fig. 2.12(b) reports ROCs when temporal synchronization was explicitly
performed. As intuition would suggest, error probabilities are slightly higher in Fig.
2.12(b) vs. Fig. 2.12(a) but the overall relative trends amongst the various algorithms
remain the same. In particular, the proposed LRTA video hash performs the best (with
3-D DCT [37] the second best) owing to its use of spatio-temporal low-rank tensor
components as well as our randomization strategy that extracts robust local components
of the video.
Finally, we test the robustness of video hashing techniques in the tough regime of
spatio-temporal attacks. The first spatio-temporal attacks constitutes rotation by 5 degrees plus temporal sub-sampling by a factor 4 (essentially the spatial attack in Fig.
2.9(c) combined with temporal attack of subsampling). The corresponding ROC curves
are shown in Fig. 2.13(a). We applied a second, even stronger, composite spatio-temporal
attack in the form of: Severe MPEG4 compression, random contrast adjustment, and
rotation by 5 deg counterclockwise, plus uniform frame dropping by a factor of 2. Example video frame which shows the effect of this attack is shown in 2.9(e). The ROC
curves under this attack are in Fig. 2.13(b). It is evident from Figs. 2.13(a) and 2.13(b)
that under the two aforementioned tough spatio-temporal attacks, the proposed LRTA
video hash vastly outperforms the other methods.
2.5.2.2

Accuracy of theoretic approximations of ROCs

We examine here the effectiveness of the detection theoretic analysis in Section 2.4 in
predicting practically observed miss and false alarm error probabilities. Recall analytical expressions for miss and false alarm error probabilities were derived in (2.29), and
(2.31-2.32) respectively. We use the well-known Expectation Maximization (EM, [61])
N
algorithm to estimate parameters {ci , µ1i , Σ1i }M
i=1 and {di , µ0i , Σ0i }i=1 in (2.8, 2.10).
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Specifically, {ci , µ1i , Σ1i }M
i=1 are estimated from differences of 1000 visually similar pairs;
{di , µ0i , Σ0i }N
i=1 are estimated from differences of 1225 visually different pairs. Based on
the estimated GMM parameters, the theoretic ROCs corresponding to our video hashing algorithm can be obtained because the error probabilities in (2.29) and (2.31)-(2.32)
depend on the detection threshold τ and the aforementioned GMM parameters.
Figs. 2.14(a)-2.15(b) respectively plot the observed empirical ROC curves for 4 different attacks against their theoretic counterparts obtained by plotting (2.29) and (2.32).
The experimental ROC curves corresponding to these 4 attacks are a subset of the ROC
curves for our video hashing algorithm plotted in Figs. 2.10(a) - 2.13(b). For ease of
comparison across the entire observed range of error probabilities, the plots in Figs.
2.14(a)-2.15(b) are in log-scale. From Figs. 2.14(a)-2.15(b), the excellent agreement between the miss and false alarm error probabilities as predicted by our derived expressions
in Section 2.4 and those observed in practice, is readily apparent.

2.5.3

Computational Complexity

A brief comparison of the computational complexity of video hashing algorithms is presented next. We seek to demonstrate that PARAFAC based hash extraction is indeed
as practical as other competitive video hashing techniques. Since each video hashing
algorithm involves real multiplications and additions, as is common in signal processing
- we’ll measure algorithmic complexity in terms of the number of real multiplications.
Without loss of generality, we assume the normalized video to be of size N × N × N .
Computational Complexity by Hash Algorithm
• 3-D DCT: The 3-D DCT [37] video hash algorithm involves computing a 3-D
DCT of the entire video object (even as the basis is randomized). For a N × N × N
signal, Boussakta et al. designed a fast 3-D DCT algorithm which has complexity
O(N 3 log2 (N )) [62].
• CGO: For CGO which is a frame based method, the computational complexity
for the video is N times the per-frame complexity. According to typical parameter
settings in [30], CGO often partitions each frame into 2×4 blocks, where each block
contains

N
2

× N4 =

N2
8

pixels. From Section 2.1 recall that every pixel is associated

with two multiplications for computing (Equ. (4) of [30]), one multiplication for
(Equ. (5) of [30]) and one multiplication for (Equ. (4) of [30]) multiplied by (Equ.
(5) of [30]), resulting in 4 multiplications per pixel. Further, each block is associated
with one multiplication for computing (Equ. (6) of [30]). Therefore, every block
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2

2

has computational complexity O( N8 × 4 + 1) = O( N2 + 1). And therefore, the
2

final complexity for CGO is O(N × 2 × 4 × ( N2 + 1)) = O(4N 3 + 8N ).
• RASH: The arithmetic complexity for RASH is also N times its per-frame complexity. As shown in Section 2.1, RASH first radially samples each frame using 180
projection lines with evenly spaced angles (see Fig. 1 of [33]). The number of pixels
in each projection line is O(N ). For each pixel, there exists one multiplication due
to (Equ. (2) of [33]). Additionally, each projection line is associated with another
three multiplications due to (Equ. (2) of [33]). The total cost for the 180 projection
lines is 180 × (O(N ) + 3) = O(180N + 540). Additionally, the 1-D DCT computation in (Equ. (3) of [33]) also results in a complexity of O(N log2 N ) if a fast DCT
algorithm such as [63] is used. Summing up, the arithmetic complexity for RASH
is N × (O(180N + 540) + O(N log2 N )) = O(180N 2 + 540N + N 2 log2 N ).
• LRTA Video Hash: The LRTA video hashing algorithm computes Q rank-1
PARAFAC tensor approximations (invariably our algorithm is applied as in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 with rank r = 1.). Each sub-video is of size M × M × M ,
where M < N . According to [64], PARAFAC factorization based on Alternative
Least Squares (as employed in the Sandia Tensor Toolbox as well) has complexity
O(M 3 ) for a M × M × M tensor. Typically, M is chosen not to exceed 32 N . The
number of sub-cubes Q is generally a fixed number which depends more on tensor order than directly on N . For example, for 3-D tensors Q = 8 (as chosen in
our experiments) is a good choice because 8 sub-cubes of size M × M × M where
1
2N

≤ M ≤ 32 N generally suffice to cover the whole 3-D video tensor. This results

3
in a complexity of 8.O(( 23 N )3 ) = O( 64
27 N )

In the aforementioned analysis, we have deliberately focused on the most computationally burdensome steps for each algorithm, so we can compare across algorithms
5.

Unsurprisingly, we learn that spatio-temporal methods incur higher computational

burden than frame-based video hashing algorithms. The complexity of the LRTA video
hash lies in between the 3-D DCT method and the CGO, RASH.

2.6

Summary

We have presented a robust video hashing algorithm based on multi-linear subspace projections of the video tensor, in particular those based on PARAFAC low-rank tensor
5

Hence, we did not consider incremental steps like the cost of radial sampling and key-frame selection
in RASH, the cost of randomization in the 3-D DCT and LRTA video hashes etc.
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approximations (LRTA). The proposed LRTA video hash exhibits excellent summarization of both the spatial as well as temporal components of video content, enabling a
higher level of robustness while maintaining a given level of discriminability. Specifically,
we observe that low-rank tensor components have an interesting spatial and temporal
separation which is very valuable from the viewpoint of robustness under distortions.
When the attack is spatial - the temporal components of LRTAs stay approximately
invariant; likewise spatial components stay unperturbed if the attack is purely temporal. We also obtain analytical expressions for detection theoretic error probabilities in
making decisions using the proposed video hash which match up closely against empirically obtained ROCs. Experimental ROCs further confirm that the proposed video hash
can outperform existing video hashing methods for many tough spatial and temporal
desynchronization attacks.
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(a) Frame dropping assuming dropping position is known.

(b) Frame dropping: Temporal synchronization as a preprocessing step.

Figure 2.12. Statistical evaluation of video hashing algorithms via Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.
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(a) Rotation by 5 deg and temporal sampling with factor 4.

(b) Compression, rotation, random contrast adjustment and temporal subsampling
with factor 2.

Figure 2.13. Statistical evaluation of video hashing algorithms via Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves.
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(a) Compression and AWGN.

(b) Random Local Bending.

Figure 2.14. Accuracy of theoretic approximations of ROCs.
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(a) Random frame dropping from both halves.

(b) Rotation by 5 deg and temporal sampling with factor 4.

Figure 2.15. Accuracy of theoretic approximations of ROCs.

Chapter

3

Compact Video Hashing
via Structural Graphical Models
3.1

Introduction

Much previous work in video fingerprinting has focused on robustness and security issues, but the compactness requirement, i.e., the hash should be of a short length with
acceptable robustness and discriminability, continues to be a significant practical challenge. In this chapter, we propose a video fingerprinting method with explicit attention
to compactness, by focusing on the first two components of Fig. 1.1: Feature extraction
and quantization, although fingerprint matching is also an active research area. E.g., [65]
proposed a fast fingerprint matching method based on state machine which can improve
the system performance. The contribution of this chapter is hence twofold. First, a new
video dimensionality reduction method based on Structural Graphical Models (SGM)
is proposed where a graphical representation of the video is obtained and subsequently
the K-way graph partitioning algorithm is applied. Note that the idea of representing a
video by a graph is inspired by [66, 67] but their criterion to set up the graph is different
and for applications in video clustering and scene analysis. In [68], Ngo et. al also encode
a video into a graph to do scene detection (differences with their technique are elaborated
upon in Section 3.3.2). Our central contribution is to encode temporal relationships between segments (a collection of consecutive frames) in a unique and economical manner
such that robust feature extraction can now be applied on top of the subgraphs obtained
from the graph partitioning. In particular, we show that the parameter K (number of
subgraphs) can be used to facilitate an explicitly controllable tradeoff between detection
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performance and hash length where smaller K corresponds to shorter hash length but
worse detection performance. Second, Randomized Adaptive Quantizer (RAQ) based
on Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [69–71], which can be considered to be the fingerprint
version of Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH, [72]), is proposed to further reduce the bit
length of the hash vector while not degrading the detection performance too much. Since
we keep the low rate requirement in mind during both feature extraction and quantizer
design, the proposed fingerprinting system exhibits a more favorable robustness vs. discriminability tradeoff over state-of-the-art alternatives particularly when the bit budget
of each hash is low.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Because there is rich literature on
video feature extraction and fingerprint quantizer design for hashing, a detailed survey of existing video fingerprinting techniques is included in Section 3.2. Section 3.3.1
provides background on the graph partitioning algorithm called “normalized cuts” and
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, which form the key underlying mathematical constructs
that characterize our video fingerprinting algorithm. Section 3.3.2 provides a detailed
description of the proposed video fingerprinting system and why it can work well in the
low-rate regime. Experimental results under challenging spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal distortions are reported in Section 3.4. We not only analyze and report figures
of merit for our algorithm but compare it against some of the most well cited video
fingerprinting/hashing algorithms reported in the literature. Section 3.5 summarizes our
contribution and concludes the chapter.

3.2

Prior work and motivation

Video fingerprinting evolves from image fingerprinting by developing distinct ways of
encoding temporal evolution information in the video. The prior work on feature extraction is already reviewed in Section 2.1. Besides feature extraction, the fingerprint
quantizer design has also been actively pursued. Note that the principle for fingerprint
quantizer design is different from the common least-squares quantizer design: The leastsquares quantizer such as the traditional Lloyd-Max quantizer [73] is designed to have
the minimum distortions between quantized values and unquantized values - however
fingerprinting really needs quantization from a detection and not a reconstruction viewpoint. The robustness requirement may in fact conflict with the least-distortion principle
as has been argued in [74]. Therefore, a different objective function is needed for the
fingerprint quantizer design which can satisfy both the discriminability and robustness
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requirement: Monga et al. [24, 75] made an effort to set up such an objective function. The challenge in [24] is that minimizing their proposed objective function is an
NP-complete problem [24]. It has also been shown separately that the simple median
quantizer works remarkably well in some cases [37, 41]. In [28], M. K. Mihcak et al.
proposed a fingerprint quantizer called adaptive quantizer, which chooses some predetermined percentiles of each vector component as the partition points. This adaptive
quantizer has recently been shown to be optimal in terms of maximizing the expected
discriminability [76]. A new fingerprint quantizer called quantum hashing was also proposed to quantize CGO [77] by modeling the distortion to the video as noise on the hash
vector and learning the noise distribution. Lattice Vector Quantizer (LVQ) [74], which
is a uniform vector quantizer, has also been asserted to do well in robust fingerprinting
problems.
From the above survey on feature extraction and fingerprint quantization, it can
be inferred that existing techniques to control hash length are largely ad-hoc and rateefficiency has not been given explicit attention. Our goal in particular, is to allow
a graceful trade-off between rate (hash length) and the centrally important detection
performance of a video fingerprint. Section 3.3.1 will next introduce the fundamental
mathematical constructs which will be instrumental in making video fingerprints rateefficient and form the building blocks of our video fingerprinting algorithm detailed in
Section 3.3.2.

3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1

SGM video fingerprinting algorithm
Related knowledges
Normalized cuts graph partitioning

We first provide background on normalized cuts graph partitioning [78,79] that forms an
integral component of our SGM video fingerprinting algorithm. We denote a weighted
undirected graph by G = (V, E), where V is the node set, E is the edge set. The
graph G = (V, E) can be fully represented by a similarity matrix W ∈ R|V|×|V| whose
(i, j)th component is often set to be inversely proportional to some dissimilarity measure
between node Vi and Vj . Having this representation, the similarity between two sets of
nodes A and B can be defined as:
cut(A, B) =

X
u∈A,v∈B

W(u, v)

(3.1)
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Then, the K-way graph partitioning problem [80] can be stated as follows: How to
partition the graph G into K disjoint subgraphs V1 , . . . , VK , where each subgraph
consists of a set of nodes, such that
1. the cut value cut(Vi , Vj ), as defined in (3.1) between different subgraphs are minimized;
2. those within the same subgraph cut(Vi , Vi ) are maximized.
This problem is known to be NP-hard [80]. As a suboptimal approximation, the normalized cuts graph partitioning [78] proposed another cost function called as the normalized
cut to replace cut(A, B), which is defined as
N cut(A, B) =

cut(A, B)
cut(A, B)
+
cut(A, V) cut(B, V)

(3.2)

where
cut(A, V) =

X

W(u, v)

(3.3)

u∈A,v∈V

The central idea of [78] is: Using (3.2) rather than (3.1) to measure the similarity between
two subgraphs A and B makes the two objectives in 1) and 2) above actually become
equivalent [78], which will make the partitioning more holistic rather than local as seen
in Fig. 1 of [78]. More specifically, comparing with the traditional graph partitioning
method Min-cut [81], which is not robust since it favors cutting small sets of isolated
nodes in the graph and a small perturbation will result different partition results, the
normalized cuts considers the graph in a more holistic manner. Hence normalized cuts
graph partitioning is more robust to small perturbations and this is important for video
fingerprinting.
Unfortunately, minimizing N cut(A, B) is NP-complete [78], but it is simpler than
original graph partitioning problem in the sense that it can be transferred to a Rayleigh
quotient optimization problem with the constraint that the solution can only have discrete values:
minimize
y

yT (D − W)y
yT Dy

(3.4)

subject to y(i) ∈ {1, −b}
where D is a diagonal matrix with D(i, i) =

P

j

W(i, j), b =

P
D(i,i)
Pi∈A
.
i∈B D(i,i)

Every y

corresponds to a partition. The normalized cuts graph partitioning method in [78] provides a sub-optimal solution to (3.4) by first solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
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(D − W)y = λDy, and subsequently discretizing y to the nearest feasible values. Note
that normalized cuts can also do simultaneous K-way cut with all of the top eigenvectors
are utilized, in which case K can be not only even, but also odd.
There are two reasons why we choose normalized cuts graph partitioning method:
First, normalized cuts graph partitioning has demonstrated robustness to small perturbations, as stated previously, which is important to video hashing; second and more
important is the observation that the parameter K enables an explicitly controllable
tradeoff between detection performance and hash length where smaller K corresponds
to shorter hash length but worse detection performance as will be seen later.
3.3.1.2

Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma and Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)

The proposed randomized adaptive quantizer can be considered to be a fingerprint
version of LSH, whose theoretical foundation is based on the well-known JohnsonLindenstrauss Lemma:
Theorem 1 (Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [69]) For any real number  ∈ (0, 1), any
integer k ≥
mapping f

4
ln n, and any set X ⊂ Rd
2 /2−3 /3
: Rd → Rk , such that for all u, v ∈

with cardinality equal to n, there exists a
X , the following inequalities (3.5) hold:

(1 − )ku − vk22 ≤ kf (u) − f (v)k22 ≤ (1 + )ku − vk22

(3.5)

Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma (also called restricted isometry property in compressed
sensing) essentially states the conditions that a mapping must satisfy in order to approximately preserve `2 distance. The logarithm dependence of k on n provides the possibility
of dimensionality reduction. What we are interested next is, naturally, to find a mapping f (·) which satisfies Theorem 1: A particular instance of f (·) is a projection matrix
A, [70, 71] further state that:
Theorem 2 For any real numbers , β > 0, any integer k ≥
X ⊂

Rd

with cardinality equal to n, and any matrix A ⊂

Rk×d ,

4+2β
2 /2−3 /3

ln n, any set

whose entries A(i, j) are

drawn i.i.d. from a N (0, 1) distribution, the inequality (3.6) holds:
Pr ∀u, v ∈ X , (1 − )ku − vk22 ≤ kf (u) − f (v)k22
!
≤ (1 + )ku − vk22

≥ 1 − n−β

(3.6)
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where f (u) ,

√1 Au.
k

Note that there also exist other implementations for f (·) [82,83]. Based on Theorems
1 and 2, research has focused on developing efficient techniques for nearest neighbor
search in high dimensional spaces, among which Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH, [72])
is perhaps the most famous and has found applications in computer vision [84–86]. One
form of LSH is the following:


where

ql ([Ax]1 )




 ql ([Ax]2 )

Q(x) = 
..

.

ql ([Ax]k )









1
ql (x) =
0

,x ≥ 0

(3.7)

(3.8)

,x < 0

As discussed in Section 3.1, fingerprint quantizer design should consider both robustness and discriminability. In this sense, the quantizer in (3.7) is a good choice for
fingerprinting. First, it is robust because this 1-bit scalar quantizer only keeps the sign
of the input. So as long as the distortion attack is not severe enough to change the sign
of the attacked fingerprint, the “distorted” feature vector will map to the same bits. At
the same time, the quantized bits contain discriminative information as two perceptually
different fingerprints are highly unlikely to have exactly the same sign for a majority of
the components. More strictly, Proposition 1 of [87] used Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma
and triangle inequality, proofed that
1
1
(1 − )ku − vk2 − ∆ ≤ k √ Q(u) − √ Q(v)k2 ≤
k
k
(1 + )ku − vk2 + ∆

(3.9)

with high probability, where k is the number of rows of the random matrix A, ∆ is the
quantizer step size. From (3.9) it can be seen that if u and v are far, then Q(u) and
Q(v) will not be near, which is beneficial to discriminability. Finally, if we pick the
random entries of A with the help of a secret key, then we can impart increased security
to our fingerprint. Note that random projections have already been successfully used in
image hashing [21, 23, 88]. However, in (3.8), choosing a threshold at 0 will likely not be
optimal. Based on this observation, we propose a new randomized adaptive quantizer
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(RAQ), which can be viewed as the fingerprint version of LSH and is elaborated upon
in the next section.

3.3.2

SGM Video Fingerprinting Algorithm Formulation

Algorithm 2 provides a step-by-step description of our proposed method while Fig. 3.1
provides a visual illustration.
Segment
Segment
Segment

Segment
Segment

SGM set up

(a)

K-way graph
partitioning

(c)

(b)

Real-valued hash
extraction

RAQ quantization

(e)

(d)

Figure 3.1. Block diagram of the proposed video fingerprinting algorithm.

Main characteristics of the SGM video fingerprint:
• K-way graph partitioning can be considered to be K-means clustering on a graph
which clusters the nodes of a graph such that the nodes within each subgraph are
maximally similar while the nodes across different subgraphs are maximally dissimilar. We employ K-way normalized cuts graph partitioning algorithm to summarize
the perceptual information of the input video: Smaller K corresponds to a more severe compression and hence will have poorer detection performance, which will also
be validated in in Section 3.4.1. Our algorithm is inspired and can be considered
as a generalization of TIRI [41] in the following sense: TIRI uniformly partitions a
large video into smaller sub-videos or chunks, performs frame averaging and hash
extraction from each chunk. In our work, the selection of sub-videos or chunks is
not uniform but content dependent and done by first representing the video as a
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Algorithm 2 Compact video fingerprinting
Input:
Video V.
Output:
Quantized Fingerprint H (V).
1: [Preprocessing and segment extraction] Given an input video V, transform
it into grayscale. Perform temporal subsampling/interpolation (or synchronization)
and spatial resizing to get a normalized video VN ∈ RI×J×L . Extract segments from
VN , where each segment consists of successive F frames of VN . Denote the resulting
segments as {Si }ni=1 and Si is numbered according to the earliest frame index in each
Si .
2: [Structural Graphical Model (SGM) set up] Given a dimensionality reduction
projection p(·) and a measure of visual dissimilarity D(p(Si ), p(Sj )) between two
segments Si and Sj (In the following experiment, we simply choose D(·, ·) as the
most commonly used metric, i.e., Euclidean distance.), set up the similarity matrix
W as in (3.10):



D(p(Si ),p(Sj ))

exp
−


0.10×maxi,j D(p(Si ),p(Sj )) ,
W(i, j) =
(3.10)
if|i − j| ≤ 1


0,
otherwise
[Graph partitioning] Apply the normalized cuts method in Section 3.3.1.1 to the
similarity matrix W, obtain K subgraphs {Vi }K
i=1 . Here Vi is numbered according
to the earliest frame index in each Vi .
4: [Real-valued fingerprint extraction] Real-valued hash vector is calculated as
x = [h(V1 ); h(V2 ); . . . ; h(VK )], where h(·) represents a state of the art robust (and
typically also randomized based on a secret key) feature extraction method.
5: [Fingerprint Quantization] Apply Randomized Adaptive Quantizer (RAQ) to x:
3:

[H(V)]i = qr ([Ax]i )

(3.11)

where A is the random matrix as in Theorem 2, qr denotes 1-bit adaptive quantizer
as in (3.14).

graph and then applying K-way graph cut. This adaptive ability is helpful in efficiently encoding the temporal evolution information for a fixed K. It is desirable
that the graph structure exhibit robustness against the distortions introduced in
the video, which means that the SGMs for the original video and for the distorted
(or attacked) video should be the same. To ensure this, we made the following
choices: 1) We choose normalized cuts algorithm as our K-way graph partitioning
algorithm which, as stated in Section 3.3.1.1, is well-known to be robust against
small perturbations to W. 2) As in [67], we deliberately preserve a line graph in
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SGM, i.e., only segments that are adjacent in time have a nonzero entry in the
similarity matrix W, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 and (3.10). This line structure
improves SGM robustness and provides a unique way to “sort” the resulting subgraphs Vi , i.e. sorting based on the frame index in each Vi . More complicated
graph structures will be less robust to perturbations. 3) The dimensionality reduction projection p(·) in Step 2 of Algorithm 2 should be carefully chosen such that
it can be robust to temporal as well as spatial attacks. Through experiment, p(·) is
chosen to be averaging plus Non-Negative Matrix approximations (NNMA, [23]):
Averaging the frames within the input segment Si and applying rank-1 NNMA to
the resulting frame. The averaging operation is borrowed from TIRI, which can
usually improve robustness to temporal attacks [41, 89]; NNMA is known to be robust against spatial attacks [23]. At this stage, it is useful to point out differences
between the proposed SGM video fingerprint and related efforts in graph-based
video scene analysis in [68]: SGM sets up line graphs rather than fully connected
graphs; in SGM, the number of subgraphs K can be not only even but also odd
while [68] can only use K which is even; in SGM, K is fixed in order to keep the
same hash length while [68] will result in a different K for different videos due to
its ending criterion of bipartitioning. Further, SGM considers robustness by carefully selecting p(·) in the definition of edge weights while [68] does not pay explicit
attention to distortion robustness.
• As stated in Section 3.3.1.1, the similarity matrix W whose (i, j)th component
is often set to be inversely proportional to some dissimilarity measure D(·, ·). We
choose the form of W as in (3.10) rather than the exponential quadratic form as
in (3.12):

W(i, j) =

 

2 
D(p(Si ),p(Sj ))


exp − 0.10×maxi,j D(p(Si ),p(Sj ))
,



if|i − j| ≤ 1




0,

nor the linear form as in (3.13):

otherwise

(3.12)
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D(p(S ),p(S ))

10 − 0.10×maxi,j iD(p(Sji ),p(Sj )) ,



W(i, j) =
if|i − j| ≤ 1



0,
otherwise

(3.13)

The reason is: According to Fig. 14-16 of [78], comparing with (3.12) and (3.13),
(3.10) will give the most stable partition performance.
• Our proposed RAQ is given by (3.11). The 1-bit adaptive quantizer qr (·) takes the
following form [28]:

1
qr (x) =
0
where X is chosen to be

1
2

,x ≥ X

(3.14)

,x < X

percentile of the each entry:
Z

X

pf (u)du =
−∞

1
2

(3.15)

where pf (·) denotes the pdf of the corresponding fingerprint entry. Note that we
learn X for each hash component, respectively, as suggested in [76] to further
improve performance. With a slight abuse of notation, if qr (·) is used to quantize a
vector such as in Fig. 3.1, we simply mean that qr (·) is applied to every component.
The RAQ can be argued to be appropriate for video fingerprinting for the following
reasons: 1) Depending on different choices of h(·) in Step 4 of Algorithm 2, the
resulting real-valued hash x may have a nonzero expected value. For example,
the methods in [23, 90] will always give nonnegative hash value hence the expected
value will be surely nonzero. In this case, choosing a threshold at 0 as in (3.8), will
not be optimal especially for relatively short length of x. Hence, determining the
optimal threshold for quantization is crucial. The adaptive quantizer [28] learns the
distribution pf (·) as in (3.15) unlike LSH which simply takes the sign as in (3.8).
In this sense, the proposed RAQ can be considered as a fingerprint-tuned LSH
quantizer. 2) The adaptive quantizer as in (3.14) has recently been theoretically
proofed to be optimal in the sense that the resulting quantized hashes can have
maximum expected Hamming distance [76], i.e., MF (H) = E[d(H(V), H(V0 ))] can
reach maximum value, where the expectation is taken over all pairs of videos V, V0
taken independently from the database. 3) Other than reducing dimensionality, an
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additional role of A is to introduce randomness in the quantized hashes (with the
help of a secret key) and hence impart greater security to the hash (in addition
to security enabled by randomized feature extraction). The next section provides
experimental corroboration of the aforementioned claims.

3.4

Results and analysis

Our experimental set up is as follows: We test on a database of 600 different videos downloaded from YouTube where any two of them are visually different. As is typical in video
fingerprint evaluation [30, 37, 41], we apply content preserving attacks that are listed in
Table 3.1 to every video in the database - hence generating a pair of visually similar
original and distorted videos. Although we can’t exhaustively enumerate all contentpreserving attacks, we choose typical attacks that cover all three categories of interest:
1) Signal processing attacks; 2) frame geometric attacks and 3) temporal attacks. Examples of signal processing attacks include compression, additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), or contrast increase, whose effect is shown in Fig. 3.2(b) and Fig. 3.2(c)
(the original undistorted frame is shown in Fig. 3.2(a)), respectively. The typical frame
geometric attacks include rotation, cropping or bending which consists of random local
rotation. Note that rotation and cropping are often combined together. The effect of two
typical geometric attacks are shown in Fig. 3.2(d) and 3.2(e). Most signal processing attacks and frame geometric attacks are spatial attacks (except MPEG4 compression which
consists inter-frame operation such as motion estimation that have temporal influence).
Temporal attacks are the other important category of content-preserving attacks which
mainly consists of two different distortions: a.) Uniform temporal subsampling and b.)
dropping of successive frames from random locations in the video. We also test under two
composite spatio-temporal attacks. The first attack involves blurring, contrast increase
plus temporal subsampling, which is a composite attack that combines signal processing attacks and temporal attack, whose (spatial) effect is shown in Fig. 3.2(f)). The
second composite attack includes rotation plus temporal subsampling, which combines
a geometric distortion with a temporal attack.
ROCs are widely used to measure the performance of a video fingerprinting algorithm
[21, 30, 41, 74]. To obtain ROCs, inference using video fingerprints is set up as a binary
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Table 3.1. Content preserving attacks and related parameters
Attack
Parameter Setting
Compression plus AWGN
DivX MPEG4 with 16 kbps, AWGN with σN = 110
Contrast increase
Relative intensity changes from [0.2, 0.8] to [0, 1]
Rotation plus cropping
5 deg counterclockwise, crop to [ 87 Width, 67 Height]
Local bending
See Fig. 3.2(e)
Temporally subsampling
By a factor of 8
Frame drop
25% of frames are dropped and recuperated via linear interpolation
Spatio-temporal attack 1 Blurring (Averaging filter with radius 10), contrast increase, subsampling
Spatio-temporal attack 2
Rotation plus temporal subsampling

hypothesis testing problem. Here, H1 and H0 are defined as in (3.16).

The query video Vq is a distorted

H1 :



version of the reference video Vr .


(3.16)




Vq and Vr are visually different


H0 :
videos.
Correspondingly, the miss probability PM and false alarm probability PF A [23, 30] are
given by:
PM (τ ) = Pr(k H(V) − H(A(V)) k> τ )

(3.17)

PF A (τ ) = Pr(k H(V) − H(V0 ) k< τ )

(3.18)

where A(V) denotes the attacked version of a video V and V0 represents a completely
different video. In all
! our experiments, we use 600 visually similar video pairs to compute
600
PM (·) and
= 179700 visually different video pairs to compute PF A (·). In
2
(4.40) and (4.41), k · k can be any meaningful metric or detector, but here for fair
comparison with other methods, we use Euclidean distance (energy detector), i.e., k
· k2 (correspondingly Hamming distance for binary hashes). Sometimes a single scalar
quantity is useful in measuring the overall detection performance. Motivated by previous
work in video fingerprinting [74,77], we use the Equal Error Rate (EER), which is defined
to be the point on ROC where PF A = PM . The normalized hamming distance (NHD)
results in Section 3.4.3 also use the aforementioned distinct and matching video pairs
with known ground truth.
We first experimentally verify the benefits of SGM and RAQ, respectively, in Section
3.4.1 and 3.4.2. In our experiment, all input videos are normalized to 75 × 75 × 100,
i.e., I = 75, J = 75, L = 100. Note that according to Definition 3.1 of [91], the encoder
of a complete video hashing system consists of two steps: First divide all videos into
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(a) Original frame.

(b) Compression plus AWGN.

(c) Contrast increase.

(d) Rotation plus cropping.

(e) Local bending.

(f) Blurring plus contrast increase.

Figure 3.2. Original video frame and its attacked versions.

short videos of the same length, then applying a mapping function φ(·) to each short
videos. In this chapter we assume that there is a preprocessing step that already divide
all videos into shorter videos of the same length. What we focus in this chapter is the
design of the mapping function φ(·) and hence do not explicitly capture granularity.
In the experiments to follow, the feature extraction component of our hash h(·) (Step
4 of Algorithm 2) is picked to be consistent with TIRI (frame averaging followed by 2-D
DCT) for fair comparison. For TIRI [41] and the proposed SGM (Algorithm 2), we select
a segment length of F = 25, and n = 4 segments result from each normalized video. The
square block width (corresponding to the parameter 2w in Fig. 6 of [41]) is equal to
20. According to [41], two coefficients, i.e., the first horizontal and vertical coefficients
adjacent to DC coefficient, are selected from each block. For the proposed SGM, 25
blocks are selected from each subgraph, and we apply 3-way graph partitioning to the
resulting graph, i.e., K = 3. This will result a real-valued hash of length 25×2×3 = 150.
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We quantize the real-valued SGM using the proposed RAQ with a square matrix A, i.e.,
the number of rows of A is 150. As a result, each quantized SGM hash will have 150
bits. In order to deal with the randomness induced by the matrix A in (3.11), kM C = 30
Monte Carlo simulations are performed to measure the performance of SGM, which is
consistent with [87].

3.4.1

Tradeoff between EER and K

We first verify the benefits of the structural graphical models in effectively representing
and summarizing video content. As claimed previously, the parameter K which is the
number of subgraphs facilitates an explicit and graceful trade-off between hash length
and detection performance. In order to illustrate this, experimental ROCs for real-valued
SGM hashes under a rotation (5 degree counterclockwise) attack are plotted in Fig. 3.3.
From Fig. 3.3(a), we can see that the ROC with smaller K is farther from the origin,
and improves (lower detection error) as K is increased. This is intuitively expected
because smaller K corresponds to shorter hash length. The effects of averaging within
the subgraph are hence more pronounced which leads to loss of perceptual discriminative
information for small K. Fig. 3.3(b) plots the EER v.s. K, in which the tradeoff between
hash length and detection performance is even more evident. Crucially, we can see that
EER drops significantly from K = 1 to K = 2, but slightly from K = 2 to K = 4
- this will allow us to significantly shorten hash length without much loss in detection
performance.

3.4.2

Effectiveness of Random Adaptive Quantizer (RAQ)

In this section, we will demonstrate the benefits of the proposed RAQ quantizer from
two viewpoints. First, we will validate the claims made in Section 3.3.2 that the proposed RAQ indeed leads to better performance than other existing fingerprint quantizers.
Second, by controlling the size of the dimensionality reduction random mapping A, we
will demonstrate that owing to the guarantees afforded by the Johnson-Lindenstrauss
lemma, our proposed RAQ can effectively reduce hash length while maintaining acceptable detection performance. In the following two experiments, we will fix K = 3 which
generates real-valued SGM hashes of length 150.
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3.4.2.1

Efficacy of RAQ for SGM Hashes

For the SGM hashes of length 150, we apply the proposed RAQ (with square A), 1-bit
median quantizer [41], quantum hashing [77] and the recently proposed LVQ [74] (with
the recommended parameter c = 20 according to Fig. 14 of [74]) to quantize the SGM
hashes, respectively. The resulting ROC and EER are shown in Fig. 3.4, from which we
can clearly see that the proposed RAQ is the best quantizer for SGM hashes. Besides, we
can also see that: 1) For real-valued SGM, quantum hashing [77] which is a soft-decision
based quantizer does poorly. 2) The LVQ has worse performance than RAQ and median
quantizer, which shows that the uniform vector quantizer is not universal. For RAQ,
the random matrix generation and quantizer partitioning threshold learning can be done
offline. The only online cost of RAQ comparing with median quantizer is the random
matrix multiplication. According to [92], multiplication of a matrix A of dimension k ×d
by a vector u of d × 1, costs 2 × k × d floating-point operations (flops): The inner product
of each row of A by u requires d multiplications and d − 1 additions, resulting totally
2 × d flops if we keep only the leading term; there are k rows in A, resulting 2 × k × d
flops. As seen from Fig. 3.4(b), with these 2 × k × d flops, the EER rate can reduce from
1.3 × 10−3 to 0.4 × 10−3 , which is more than a two times reduction.
3.4.2.2

Tradeoff between EER and hash length

In this experiment, we apply a “fat” A (“fat” means the number of rows of A is smaller
than its number of columns) instead of a square A to the real-valued SGM hashes
of length 150, to show that RAQ can compress the SGM hashes significantly while not
significantly degrading the detection performance. Specifically, we apply a “fat” A whose
number of rows varies from 10 to 100, which will results a hash vector of length varies
from 10 bits to 100 bits. The resulting ROC performance is shown in Fig. 3.5(a), which
shows that the detection performance decreases monotonically with the number of rows.
This is mainly because that the matrix A with smaller number of rows will result in larger
metric approximation error and hence poorer discriminability according to Theorem 2
and [87]. Fig. 3.5(b) plots the EER v.s. the number of bits, which shows a similar
trend as in Fig. 3.3(b): EER drops relatively fast from 10 bits to 20 bits, but relatively
slow from 20 bits to 100 bits. This provides excellent flexibility in designing compact
(rate-efficient) hashes using the RAQ while maintaining good detection performance.
By blending SGM’s feature extraction with RAQ, our final algorithm is expected
to excel when the bit budget for each hash vector is low. This is verified in following
sections.
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3.4.3

Average NHD comparison

According to [93], average normalized Hamming distance (NHD), which is defined to
be the average number of different bits between two hash vectors normalized by the
vector length, is often used to measure robustness and discriminability. Mathematically,
average NHD between matching pairs is defined to be
PN
NHD =

i=1

kH(Vi )−H(A(Vi ))k1
k

N

(3.19)

where N is the database size, Vi is the i’th video, k is the number of bits for each
hash. It’s a simple measure of robustness with lower NHD meaning better robustness.
Similarly, average NHD between non-matching pairs is defined to be
kH(Vi )−H(Vj )k1
j=1
k
N (N −1)
2

PN Pi−1
NHD =

i=2

(3.20)

In this case, higher NHD means better discriminability.
This section will compare SGM with three other methods, TIRI [41], CGO [30] and
RASH [33] using NHD when the hash bit budget is low. As in [21, 23, 74], the criterion
of algorithm parameter setting is to keep the same hash length for all methods for fair
comparison. For this purpose, the SGM parameter K is set to 2, and number of rows
of A is set to 16, which results in the final binary SGM hash of length 16 bits. For
TIRI [41], two blocks are extracted from each segment, which provides a TIRI hash of
length 2 × 2 × 4 = 16 bits. For CGO [30], a 1 × 2 grid is formed in each normalized frame
(corresponding to the parameter M = 1, N = 2 in [30]). Because quantum hashing has
shown to be effective for CGO features [77], quantum hashing based on Parzen window
is used to quantize the real-valued CGO hashes. We use the recommended parameter
configuration as in [77] in the quantum hashing, i.e., l in [77] is set to be l = 0.8, β in [77]
is set to be β = 40. Finally, to implement RASH we extract 2 DCT coefficients from
each frame after radial sampling. CGO [30] and RASH [33] are normalized to extract
features from uniformly distributed 8 frames, resulting hash length 2 × 8 = 16 bits. That
is, all four algorithms are calibrated to result in hash length of 16 bits.
The average NHD between visually different pairs and visually similar pairs are shown
in TABLE 3.2 and TABLE 3.3. Two points should be noted from these tables: 1)
According to Section III of [37], which analyses the statistical performances of median
quantizer, the average NHD between visually different hash pairs should be 0.5, which is
consistent with the second column of TABLE 3.2. 2) SGM has approximately the same
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Table 3.2. Average NHD comparison between visually different pairs

SGM
0.4931

TIRI
0.5015

CGO
0.4871

RASH
0.2915

Table 3.3. Average NHD comparison between visually similar pairs

Rotation, subsampling
Blurring, contrast, subsampling
Rotation, cropping
Compression, AWGN

SGM
0.123
0.1184
0.1012
0.0226

TIRI
0.14
0.1238
0.0887
0.0413

CGO
0.28
0.2775
0.2519
0.2737

RASH
0.135
0.1444
0.1069
0.0894

discriminability as TIRI and the best robustness under most attacks.
Finally, we also list the EER and corresponding thresholds in Table 3.4. The thresholds are under Hamming metric except CGO where Equ. (17) of [77] is used. From
Table 3.4, again the merits of the proposed SGM fingerprint are readily apparent.

3.4.4

ROC Curves for hashing

This experiment compares the ROC performances of different algorithms when the bit
budget for each hash vector is low with the same parameter setting as in Sec. 3.4.3.
3.4.4.1

YouTube database

ROCs for typical spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal composite attacks:
The resulting ROCs are shown in Figs. 3.6(a)-3.9(b), which reveal that the SGM fingerprint consistently outperforms TIRI, CGO and RASH. This happens because we keep
the compactness requirement in mind during the algorithm design: The K-way graph
partitioning and the proposed RAQ ensure that the SGM hash enables good detection
performance even under low bit budget. Note that if no distortions were to be applied, we
need dlog2 600e = 10 bits to represent a database of 600 videos. The ability to withstand
distortions, i.e. robustness, is the reason for the extra bits in the hashes. The proposed
SGM can therefore enable detection with very low error - note from Figs. 3.6(a)-3.9(b)

Table 3.4. EER and corresponding thresholds: (EER, τ )

Compression plus AWGN
Rotation plus cropping
Local bending
Temporally subsampling

SGM
(0.015, 2.92)
(0.043, 3.92)
(0.09, 4.97)
(0.035, 3.88)

TIRI
(0.022, 2.02)
(0.072, 3.92)
(0.14, 6)
(0.08, 3.96)

CGO
(0.26, 11.05)
(0.21, 9.13)
(0.33, 10.37)
(0.21, 9.42)

RASH
(0.175, 2.86)
(0.195, 2.86)
(0.25, 2.92)
(0.2, 2.86)
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the EER can be brought down to 0.015 for spatial attacks such as compression plus
AWGN and to 0.035 for temporal attacks such as subsampling by factor of 8 - while only
incurring 6 extra bits for error correction.
ROCs for a special attack – Seam carving: Recently, a new content-aware
image resizing method was proposed, namely, seam carving [94]. By considering both
the geometric constraints and image content, it resizes the image in an intelligent manner
such that the visually more important parts will have less distortion through inserting
or removing seams. Seam carving has received more and more attention in multimedia
security community [95]. In this section, we’ll compare different algorithms under this
attack. The parameter setting is the same as in Section 3.4.3. We use seam carving to
resize each frame to [ 35 Width, Height]. The effect, after applying to Fig. 3.2(a), is shown
in Fig. 3.10. The resulting ROC is shown in Fig. 3.11. Note that RASH has the worst
performance under seam carving: This is expected since inserting or removing seams
changes the pixel values along the set of lines articulated around the center of the frame,
which are chosen to calculate RASH vectors as we said in Section 3.2. Fig. 3.11 also
reveals that the proposed SGM performs the best.
ROCs when the query is distorted: It is useful to consider the ROCs where
the query video is always distorted - this situation may occur in problems where a pirated/compressed/low quality version is the only source video available and the ‘original’
high quality version must be found in the database. This experiment also ensures that
distorted/attacked versions of a video are compared not only against the original but
also against other different videos. With the same parameter setting as in Sec. 3.4.3,
the ROC under rotation plus temporal subsampling is shown in Fig. 3.12. It’s clear that
Fig. 3.12 is very similar to Fig. 3.9(b). This is reasonable since the distortion should
not influence the distribution of distances between non-matching pairs very much.
3.4.4.2

TRECVID database

To illustrate the benefits of the proposed SGM fingerprint across video datasets, we
report example ROCs for another public dataset – namely the TRECVID [96] video
set which has widely been used in retrieval applications. Specifically, we download 600
videos (from Open Video [97]). We also compare against one more fingerprinting method
based on low rank tensor approximations (LRTA) [90] whose success for robust retrieval
has been shown before [90]. To be consistent, LRTA normalizes videos to 4 × 4 × 8. Note
that no quantizer was proposed for LRTA fingerprints [90]. For illustration purposes,
the median quantizer is applied, resulting in a hash length equal to 4 + 4 + 8 = 16 bits.
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Table 3.5. EER and corresponding thresholds: (EER, τ )
SGM
TIRI
CGO
RASH
Compression plus AWGN (0.016, 2.92) (0.03, 2.02) (0.285, 11.57) (0.18, 2.89)
Rotation plus cropping
(0.045, 3.92) (0.08, 3.88)
(0.235, 9.7)
(0.185, 2.92)

LRTA
(0.265, 2.1)
(0.164, 2.04)

Table 3.6. Retrieval performance comparison

Rotation, subsampling
Blurring, contrast, subsampling
Rotation, cropping
Compression, AWGN

SGM
0.79
0.79
0.86
0.98

TIRI
0.78
0.73
0.85
0.96

CGO
0.31
0.31
0.39
0.31

RASH
0.34
0.39
0.57
0.81

The resulting ROC under two typical attacks are shown in Fig. 3.13. Consistent with
ROCs in Figs. 3.6(a)-3.9(b), Fig. 3.13 reveals that the proposed SGM is clearly better
than competing methods.
For this experiment on the TRECVID database, the EER and corresponding thresholds are shown in Table 3.5. Again, a clear improvement in performance for the SGM
fingerprint can be seen over other techniques.

3.4.5

Retrieval performance

In this section, we compare retrieval performance for the four methods. For each query
video, the database returns the video with the nearest Hamming distance: If the returned
video is a visually similar version of the query video, we claim it’s a successful retrieval.
The retrieval accuracy Pcor is defined to be Pcor =

Nc
Nq

[87], where Nq is the number of

query videos, and Nc is the number of successful retrievals. The parameter setting is the
same as in Section 3.4.3. And the resulting retrieval accuracy is shown in TABLE 3.6.
It is clear from TABLE 3.6 that the proposed SGM yields the highest retrieval accuracy.
An identification rate of 0.86 (under rotation, cropping) is achieved using just 16 bits
of the hash. For many real world applications, such as augmented reality [87], this is
quite beneficial where hash length is at a premium. Note that TIRI also has very good
retrieval performance.
Reproducibility: All the experiments and implementations stated in this chapter
are completely reproducible. We’ve made MATLAB code and the videos used available
at:
http://signal.ee.psu.edu/SGMVideoHashing.htm
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3.5

Summary

We propose a new video fingerprinting algorithm based on a graphical representation
of a video with the goal of generating compact hashes. Our algorithm has two major
components: In the feature extraction stage, the video is first modeled as a graph (where
a segment represents each node) and subsequently K-way graph partitioning is applied
to succinctly encode the temporal evolution of the video. State-of-the-art robust feature
extraction is then applied to subgraphs (that result from the partitioning) to obtain a
real-valued hash vector. In the quantization stage, a random-projection-based adaptive
quantizer (RAQ) is proposed which leverages the strength of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss
Lemma with a one-bit adaptive quantizer and effectively reduces hash length. The
parameter K in the K-way graph cut as well as the random projection in the quantizer
allow for very gracefully controlling the detection performance of the hash as a function
of hash length. Experimental analysis confirms that the SGM video fingerprint can
outperform existing methods particularly when the bit budget of the fingerprint is low.
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Figure 3.3. Influence of the parameter K for a typical attack: Frame rotation by 5 degrees
counterclockwise.
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Figure 3.6. ROC comparisons under different attacks.
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Figure 3.7. ROC comparisons under different attacks.
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Figure 3.8. ROC comparisons under different attacks.
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(a) Blurring, contrast increase plus temporal subsampling.
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Figure 3.9. ROC comparisons under different attacks.
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Figure 3.10. Effect of seam carving to Fig. 3.2(a)
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Figure 3.11. ROCs under seam carving.
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Figure 3.12. ROCs under rotation plus temporal subsampling.
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Figure 3.13. ROC comparisons using TRECVID database.
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Chapter

4

Twofold Video Hashing with
Automatic Synchronization
4.1

Introduction

In Chapter 2.1, we classify the existing video hashing techniques into two types: Framebased hashing and spatio-temporal hashing. It can also be classified from another viewpoint. The first type, lower order information methods, extract hash vectors directly from
the video frames. The typical methods of this type include Radial hASHing (RASH, [33]),
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT, [37]), Centroids of Gradient Orientations (CGO, [30])
and Temporally Informative Representative Images (TIRI, [41]). These methods either
extract some geometric information such as RASH (which samples each frame using a set
of lines centered at the frame’s midpoint) and CGO (which computes local gradients), or
calculate some transform coefficients (usually discrete cosine transform due to its energy
compaction property) like DCT and TIRI. Note that TIRI proposed frame averaging
during hash extraction and showed this operation is usually robust to temporal distortions. Although lower order information gained initial success, researchers discovered
that higher order information can achieve even better performance. Methods of this
type extract hash vectors not directly from video frames, but from correlations between
nearby frames. One representative method in this type is HOOF [98–101], where Histogram of Orientations of Optical Flow is used to extract hash vectors. Other advances
include the use of multiple hash vectors to generate binary hash bits using spectral hashing [102–104]. A practical challenge with [102, 104] is that as sufficient number of new
videos are added to the database, retraining is needed and all hash vectors must be
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regenerated. Our goal is instead to develop fusion techniques such that model retraining
does not influence existing hashes in the database. The central challenge we seek to
overcome is the open problem of temporal desynchronization in video hashing. There
have indeed been notable attempts in this direction, namely in [3,60] where frame based
image hashes can be used to synchronize audio or video. But these techniques invariably
require complicated combinatorial optimization problem and are hence quite expensive.
Further, the strategy to normalize the query video to the same length with reference
video even after finding correspondence does not seem unique.
This chapter develops a new video hashing paradigm called twofold hashing. The
overall structure of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 4.1. First, a preprocessing
method based on DTW is implemented, which can automatically detect the positions of
deleted /inserted frames quickly and reliably synchronize the distorted query video to
the same length with the original reference video. Note that the proposed preprocessing
is universal in the sense that it can be used together with virtually any robust feature
extractor in existing video hashing methods. Next, we propose a new robust feature
extractor called flow hashing (FH), which tries to blend the frame averaging operation
in [41] with HOOF in [99]. Finally, we propose a fusion technique called distance boosting which aims to combine (fuse) the measure given by DTW-based preprocessing and
Euclidean distance between FH hashes. Experiments confirm that the detection performance in terms of Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROCs), is significantly improved
when compared against state of the art video hashing techniques. Note that in Fig.
4.1, when we apply the proposed synchronization step to synchronize two videos, we
don’t care whether the two videos are visually similar or visually different; for visually
different videos, we can still try to synchronize them as long as the two videos after
synchronization are still visually different.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes our algorithm
in detail including DTW-based synchronization, flow hashing algorithm and the proposed fusion method distance boosting. Section 4.3 gives the experiment verification,
which illustrates the benefits of automatic synchronization, why distance boosting works
and statistical ROC comparisons. Section 4.4 briefly summarizes our contribution and
concludes this chapter.
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FH vector

Figure 4.1. Proposed twofold video hashing system.

4.2
4.2.1

Algorithm Formulation
DTW-based video synchronization

The central idea of the proposed synchronization is: Extract hash vectors from each
frame, model the resulting hash vector as time series, and apply dynamic time warping to
synchronize query time series to reference time series. Dynamic time warping [105–107] is
based on dynamic programming principle [108], whose central idea is: Given the starting
point, the problem of finding the optimal path to an end point is equivalent to first go
to an optimal middle point and then find the optimal path starting from that middle
point.
Specifically, we model two frame-based hash vectors hfr (from reference video Vr ) and
hfq (from query video Vq ) as time series, apply DTW to compute an optimal warping path
w and a distance dDTW simultaneously. Here w represents a correspondence between hfr
and hfq . A warping path is denoted by
w = {(ik , jk )}pk=1

(4.1)

which represents ik ’th frame in the query video corresponds to jk ’th frame in the reference
video. An example warping path is shown in Fig. 4.2, where the red points (point
whose x−coordinate and y−coordinate are increased by 1 simultaneously comparing
with the previous point on warping path) are chosen to be matching points based on
which appropriate interpolation, extrapolation or deletion is done to do synchronization;

frame index of reference video
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Figure 4.2. An example warping path.

they represent the beginning points of matching intervals that are separated by black
dashed lines. DTW solves the following problem:
p

X
.
dDTW = min(
D(ik (w), jk (w)))
w

(4.2)

k=1

where D(·, ·) is the basic metric (defined in Step 6 of Algorithm 3 in our scenario).
Solving (4.2) is unfortunately combinatorially explosive; the standard DTW uses some
constraints such as monotonicity and continuity to reduce size of search space. Here,
monotonicity means that
ik−1 ≤ ik

(4.3)

jk−1 ≤ jk
Continuity means that
ik − ik−1 ≤ 1

(4.4)

jk − jk−1 ≤ 1
Note that the purpose of monotonicity and continuity constraints is to reduce the size
of search space and improve computational efficiency; and due to these constraints,
DTW can’t deal with all deletion and insertion combinations and the synchronization
performance is not always perfect. Under these constraints, (4.5) is used to approximate
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(4.2):
γ(i, j) =

D(i, j) + min
|
{z
}

(

find the optimal present step

(4.5)
[γ(i − 1, j), γ(i − 1, j − 1), γ(i, j − 1)])
{z
}
|
warping path is optimal until the previous step

The warping path w is computed by the index of the minimizers in (4.5) backwardly,
and
dDTW ≈ γ(

length(hfr ) length(hfq )
,
)
2
2

(4.6)

Several points are worthy to be noted: 1)DTW does’t ensure one-to-one mapping neither
contiguous mapping: The warping path generated by DTW may contain repeated ik or
jk ; 2)in the warping path w, ik will span all indices of query video and jk will span all
indices of reference video; 3) the length of warping path p should be at least the larger
length between query video and reference video. Also note that dDTW is not a “metric”
strictly because it allows two different points to have zero distance and does not satisfy
triangle inequality. But dDTW can measure how close two vectors are in our scenario.
DTW has long been known as one of the most powerful ways of comparing time-series
of different lengths. Further, recent algorithmic advances ensure that DTWs can be
computed very fast (in linear time instead of quadratic time) [109, 110]. We leverage
these merits into developing a video synchronization method as stated in Algorithm 3.

4.2.2

Robust representation: Flow hashing (FH)

The central idea of flow hashing is to blend the frame averaging operation in [41] and
HOOF feature in [98]. Frame averaging operation is shown to be usually robust to
temporal attacks and can also help to reduce hash length [41]; HOOF is used because
the pixel motions, as a higher order information, is one of the most definitive features of
a video. Specifically, an optical flow is a vector field, which is a map X from a manifold
M to its tangent bundle T M ,
X:

M
|{z}

a manifold

→

T
M
|{z}

tangent bundle
of the manifold

(4.7)

There are many methods to compute optical flow [111–115]. In our algorithm, M is
R2 and we use [111] to compute optical flow X, which tries to minimize the following
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Algorithm 3 DTW-based video synchronization
1: [Frame hash extraction]: Apply 2−D DCT to frames of query video Vq , extract
the first horizontal and vertical coefficients (adjacent to DC) to form hfq . The corresponding hfr for reference Vr was computed offline.
f
f
2: {%comment: Given hr and hq , Step 3 -Step 9 apply DTW to compute w,
D and dDTW .%}
3: {%comment: Compute `2 distance between every two frames from Vr and
Vq :%}
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:

13:
14:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

length(hfq )
} do
2
f
r)
} do
for each m ∈ {1, 2, ..., length(h
2
f
D(n, m) = khq (1 + (n − 1) · 2 : 2 ·

for each n ∈ {1, 2, ...,

n) − hfr (1 + (m − 1) · 2 : 2 · m)k2 .

end for
end for
[Standard DTW]: Given D, apply Equ. (4.5) to get optimal warping path w and
distance dDTW .
{%comment: Given w and D, Step 11 -Step 20 synchronize Vq to the same
length as Vr , the synchronized video is saved in Vsyn
q .%}
[Extract beginning points]: Given w, extract the coordinates of the T matching
intervals’ beginning points (red points in Fig. 4.2), {x1i , yi1 }Ti=1 , where x1i is a frame
index in Vq , yi1 is a frame index in Vr .
[Extract matching intervals]: From beginning points, extract coordinates of other
points in the same matching interval (blues points between the same two dashed lines
T
i
with each red point in Fig. 4.2), {{xji , yij }B
j=1 }i=1 , Bi is the number of points in i’th
interval.
for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } do
M at(i, :)
=
[xpi , yip ]
where
D(xpi , yip )
is
minimal
among
i
{D(xji , yij )}B
.{%comment:
M
at()
stores
the
coordinates
of
matchj=1
ing points; from each interval, choose matching point to be (xpi , yip ) such
that D(xpi , yip ) is smallest in the same interval.%}
end for
for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } do
Vsyn
q (:, :, M at(i, 2)) = Vq (:, :, M at(i, 1)).
end for
[Interpolation]: Apply interpolation if there are missing frames in the middle of
Vsyn
q .
[Extrapolation]: Apply extrapolation if there are missing frames in the beginning
or end of Vsyn
q .
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functional:
.
E(u(x, y), v(x, y)) =

Z

(I1 (x, y) − I2 (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)))2 dxdy
Z
+ α |∇u(x, y)|2 + |∇v(x, y)|2 dxdy

(4.8)

where I1 (x, y) denotes pixel value of the first image I1 at position (x, y), I2 (x, y) denotes
pixel value of the second image I2 at (x, y), u(x, y) denotes motion at (x, y) in horizontal
direction, v(x, y) denotes motion at (x, y) in vertical direction. The regulation coefficient
α controls the relative importance between registration accuracy (the first term in 4.8)
and the smoothness of the vector field (the second term in 4.8).
The resulted optical flow is encoded through histogram of orientations counted by
motion amplitude. Firstly, we partition the total possible angle 2π into Nh bins, each
bin of width

2π
Nh .

Then, for each pixel (x, y), compute the direction and amplitude of its

motion:
v(x, y)
.
ϕ(x, y) = arctan
u(x, y)
p
.
A(x, y) = u2 (x, y) + v 2 (x, y)

(4.9)
(4.10)

If ϕ(x, y) belongs to the i’th bin, then increase the value of i’th bin by A(x, y). Repeat
this procedure for all pixels in the image.
The formal steps of FH are described in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 flow hashing
1: [Frame averaging]: Given the input video Vin ,
length(Vin )
2: for each j ∈ {1, 2, ...,
} do
J
P
j·J
1
3:
T IRI(:, :, j) = J k=1+(j−1)·J Vin (:, :, k). {%comment: Frame averaging; it can
also be done in overlapping segments.}
4: end for
5: [Compute optical flow]: Calculate optical flow between every two successive
T IRI, and the histogram of orientations of the optical flow, counted by motion
amplitude. Concatenate all histograms to form vector hoin .
ho
6: [Normalization]: hoin = khoink .
2
in

One remark about Algorithm 4: Why we choose optical flow rather than other relatively new types of flow? For example, recently, C. Liu et al. proposed a new type of
flow called SIFT flow [116,117], based on registration of two SIFT images via minimizing
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the following functional:
.
E(u(x, y), v(x, y)) =

Z

(S1 (x, y) − S2 (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y)))2 dxdy
Z
+ α |∇u(x, y)|2 + |∇v(x, y)|2 dxdy

(4.11)

where S1 (x, y) denotes the SIFT descriptor of the first image at (x, y), S2 (x, y) denotes
the SIFT descriptor of the second image at (x, y). Comparing (4.11) with (4.8), we
see that one obvious difference of SIFT flow is that SIFT flow uses SIFT descriptor,
instead of pixel value, to do frame registration. Since SIFT descriptor is a more stable
descriptor than just pixel value, SIFT flow usually can achieve more robust registration.
However, this robustness is achieved at the cost of significantly increasing the singlepixel descriptor length from 1 (optical flow only uses pixel value) to 128 (one SIFT
descriptor is of length 128 typically). This descriptor length increment causes that
SIFT flow can only achieve pixel-precision (the resulting u(x, y) and v(x, y) are integervalued) to guarantee computational tractability [116]. This pixel-precision constraint
will dramatically deteriorate the detection performance of resulting hash vectors. On
the other hand, optical flow has very short descriptor length (of length 1 for grayscale
image, which is used in hashing applications), optimization of (4.8) can give sub-pixel
precision (the resulting u(x, y) and v(x, y) are real-valued). As a result, hash vectors
based on optical flow will have much better detection performance than that based on
SIFT flow and this is the reason that we choose optical flow in our algorithm.

4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Distance boosting
Optimization problem formulation

We propose distance boosting, which tries to fuse different distances through linear
combination as AdaBoost [118] does for classifiers. Both frame-based hashes hf and
flow hashes ho are utilized so that the overall detection performance can be improved.
In the training phase:
f

f

length(hr ) length(hq )
.
dDTW (Vr , Vq ) = γ(
,
)
2
2

(4.12)

.
dFH (Vr , Vq ) =k hor − hoq k2

(4.13)

.
dboost (Vr , Vq ) = α1 · dDTW (Vr , Vq ) + α2 · dFH (Vr , Vq )

(4.14)
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we try to make dboost between visually same videos smaller than that between visually
different videos, as much as possible. Since (4.14) is linear respective to α1 , α2 , we can
set our goal to be:



α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfj ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hoj ) + 1


≤ α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfk ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hok )

(4.15)

∀(i, j, k) ∈ I
where

.
I = {(i, j, k) : Vi and Vj are visually same videos
Vi and Vk are visually different videos}

(4.16)

(4.15) can’t be always satisfied; if it’s violated, we want to minimize the amount of
violation, which we call distance boosting:
min

α1 ,α2

X



[ α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfj ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hoj )

(i,j,k)∈I



+ 1 − α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfk ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hok ) ]+
s.t.

(4.17)

α1 ≥ 0, α2 ≥ 0

Now we describe the advantage of the proposed distance boosting comparting with
other hash fusion methods. Most of existing fusion methods are based on an embedding
mechanism called spectral hashing, which tries to learn a set of binary codes {zi }ni=1
of length k (for convenience, the two values are chosen to be ±1 rather than 0 and
1, i.e., zi ∈ {−1, 1}k ) from a set of real-valued vectors {xi }ni=1 , such that isometry
property approximately holds up to a positive constant (whenever xi is close to xj , the
corresponding zi is close to zj ). This goal is achieved via [119]:
min
n

{zi }i=1

s.t.

X

exp(−

i,j
n
X

zi
i=1
n
X

1
n

k xi − xj k22
)kzi − zj k22
ε2

=0
(4.18)
zi zTi = I

i=1

zi ∈ {−1, 1}k , i = 1 . . . n
From (4.18), we can see that when xi is close to xj , exp(−

kxi −xj k22
)
ε2

will be large, so
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the minimization result of (4.18) will generate close zi and zj . In 4.18, the constraint
Pn
1
1 Pn
T
i=1 zi = 0 requires each bit to be 1 with probability 2 ; the constraint n
i=1 zi zi = I
makes the bits to be uncorrelated. Unlike distance boosting (4.17) which is straightforward to solve, spectral hashing (4.18) is very difficult to find the globally optimal
solution due to the constraint zi ∈ {−1, 1}k , i = 1 . . . n. In practice, (4.18) is solved
non-optimally by first solving:
X

min
n

{zi }i=1

exp(−

i,j
n
X

s.t.

zi
i=1
n
X

1
n

k xi − xj k22
)kzi − zj k22
ε2

=0

(4.19)

zi zTi = I

i=1

then discretize the resulting zi by comparing with 0. To use spectral hashing to fuse
multiple types of multimedia hash vectors, it is first needed to be modified to suit the
particular media hash requirement (robustness and discriminability). [104] did this via
introducing two different scale factors ε1 , ε2 and a weighting coefficient 0 < α < 1, and
solve the following optimization problem:
min
n

{zi }i=1

X

(α exp(−

i,j

k xi − xj k22
)kzi − zj k22
ε21

− (1 − α)(1 − exp(−
s.t.

n
X

k xi − xj k22
))kzi − zj k22 )
ε22
(4.20)

zi = 0

i=1
n

1X T
zi zi = I
n
i=1

zi ∈ {−1, 1}k , i = 1 . . . n
Here, ε1 is a scale factor for robustness, ε2 is a scale factor for discriminability, the
weighting coefficient 0 < α < 1 balances these two. In (4.20), when xi , xj come from
visually the same videos, k xi − xj k22 will be small, exp(−

kxi −xj k22
)
ε21

will be large, so

the first term in (4.20) is the main term, and the minimization result of (4.20) will
generate close zi , zj . Similar analysis can be applied to the case when xi , xj come from
visually different videos to show that in this case the generated zi , zj will be far way
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from each other. Now having (4.20), [104] implemented hash fusion in the following way:
Suppose having two different types of real-valued hash vectors {xi }ni=1 , {yi }ni=1 , in order
to generate binary hash codes {zi }ni=1 , optimization (4.21) is solved:
min
n

{zi }i=1

X

(α exp(−

i,j

k xi − xj k22 k yi − yj k22
−
)kzi − zj k22
ε211
ε212

− (1 − α)(1 − exp(−
n
X

s.t.

(4.21)

zi = 0

i=1
n
X

1
n

k xi − xj k22 k yi − yj k22
−
))kzi − zj k22 )
ε221
ε222

zi zTi = I

i=1

zi ∈ {−1, 1}k , i = 1 . . . n
Note that in (4.21) four scale factors are introduced (two scale factors are introduced
for each hash type). From (4.21), we can see that whenever there are sufficiently large
number of new videos adding to the database so that model needs to be retrained,
(4.21) needs to be resolved and all existing hash vectors {zi }ni=1 in the database needs
to be regenerated. For large databases in real application, storing the newly generated
hash vectors and deleting the obsolete ones will have high cost and hence (4.21) is not
preferred. However, from (4.17), we can see that when model retraining is needed, the
proposed distance boosting (4.17) only needs to recalculate α1 and α2 , all the existing
hash vectors in the database can be kept untouched. In this sense, our proposed distance
boosting (4.17) is future-proof and is better than spectral-hashing-based fusion such as
(4.21).
4.2.3.2

Reduction to linear programming

Slack variable technique [120] used in 1−norm soft margin SVM can be used to simplify
(4.17) to a linear programming. By introducing slack variables ξi,j,k , (4.17) is equivalent
to
min

α1 ,α2 ,ξi,j,k

s.t.

X

ξi,j,k

(i,j,k)∈I



[ α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfj ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hoj )


+ 1 − α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfk ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hok ) ]+ ≤ ξi,j,k
α1 ≥ 0, α2 ≥ 0

(4.22)
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(4.22) is in turn is equivalent to
X

min

α1 ,α2 ,ξi,j,k

ξi,j,k

(i,j,k)∈I




α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfj ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hoj )


+ 1 − α1 · dDTW (hfi , hfk ) + α2 · dFH (hoi , hok ) ≤ ξi,j,k

s.t.

(4.23)

ξi,j,k ≥ 0
α1 ≥ 0, α2 ≥ 0
Now both the objective function and the constraints are affine functions with respective to α1 , α2 , ξi,j,k , (4.22) is a linear programming. Fast numerical techniques yield the
optimal solution.
4.2.3.3

Relations with distance metric learning (DML)

The proposed distance boosting has close relations with the classic problem of distance
metric learning [18,121–127]. In classic metric learning, a Mahalanobis distance between
two vectors z, y of the form
dM (z, y) =

q
(z − y)T M(z − y)

(4.24)

M0
is optimized through choosing appropriate M, which is required to be positive semidefinite, with the goal of minimizing the distances between vectors with the same labels and
maximizing the ones with different labels. One well-known DML method, large-margin
nearest-neighbor (LMNN, [121]), achieves this goal by solving the following optimization
problem:
min
M

X

(xi − xj )T M(xi − xj )

(j,i)∈K

X

+C

[(xi − xj )T M(xi − xj ) + 1 − (xi − xk )T M(xi − xk )]+

(i,j,k)∈L

s.t.

M0

(4.25)
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where
.
K = {(i, j) : xi and xj have the same class label.}
.
L = {(i, j, k) : xi and xj have the same class label, xi and xk have different class labels.}
(4.26)
Now we set up the relations between DML (4.25) and distance boosting (4.17). To do
this, suppose in (4.17), the frame-base hash vector hf ∈ Rn1 , flow-hashing-based vector
ho ∈ Rn2 , define
.
x=

.
M=

"

"

hf

#
(4.27)

ho
#

α12 In1 ×n1
α22 In2 ×n2

(4.28)

Substituting (4.27) and (4.28) into (4.25), for (xi − xj )T M(xi − xj ), we have
(xi − xj )T M(xi − xj )
# " f # " f #!
" f # " f #!T "
hi
hi
hj
α12 In1 ×n1
hj
=
−
−
2
o
o
o
α2 In2 ×n2
hi
hi
hj
hoj
" f
#T "
#" f
#
hi − hfj
α12 In1 ×n1
hi − hfj
=
hoi − hoj
α22 In2 ×n2
hoi − hoj
"
#
h
i hf − hf
i
j
f
f
= α12 (hi − hj )T α22 (hoi − hoj )T
hoi − hoj

(4.29)
(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

= α12 (hfi − hfj )T (hfi − hfj ) + α22 (hoi − hoj )T (hoi − hoj )

(4.33)

= α12 khfi − hfj k22 + α22 khoi − hoj k22

(4.34)

= α12 d2Frame (hfi , hfj ) + α22 d2FH (hoi , hoj )

(4.35)

where
.
dFrame (hfi , hfj ) = khfi − hfj k2

(4.36)

Comparing (4.35) with (4.14), if the frame-base vectors hf are of the same length,
then a special case of DML, in which the matrix M is a diagonal matrix, will be approximately the same with distance boosting, where the distance boosting is used to
combine two squared Euclidean distances. However, the proposed distance boosting is
more general in the sense that it can fuse not only Euclidean distances, but also any
other metrics which are not Euclidean. In our application, we use distance boosting
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to fuse a dynamic time warping distance dDTW with a Euclidean distance dFH ; here,
dDTW is not Euclidean and cannot be induced through a norm. Actually, dDTW can
even be used to measure the distance between two vectors hfi , hfj of different lengths
due to frame deletion / insertion; so the proposed distance boosting can still be used in
our case but distance metric learning cannot be applied since DML can only measure
distance between vectors of the same length.
4.2.3.4

Differences from distance combination

Note that distance boosting is inspired by the distance combination technique proposed
in [128], which is based on distance metric learning. Distance combination technique
tries to compute a linear combination of different metrics d1 (, ), d2 (, ) between the same
type of hash vectors (xi , xj ), through the following optimization:
min

α1 ,α2

X

[α1 d1 (xi , xj ) + α2 d2 (xi , xj ) − 1]+

(j,i)∈P

+C

X

(4.37)
[λ − (α1 d1 (xi , xj ) + α2 d2 (xi , xj ))]+

(j,i)∈Q

where
.
P = {(i, j) : xi , xj have the same class label.}

(4.38)

.
Q = {(i, j) : xi , xj have different class labels.}

(4.39)

There are significant differences between distance combination (4.37) and the proposed distance boosting (4.17):
1. The objective function in distance combination (4.37) tries to minimize the distances between vectors of the same class labels and separately, to maximize the
the ones corresponding to different classes; these two goals are implemented by two
terms that are summed together and weighted by the constant C. While in our
method (4.17), we achieve these two goals via only one term: We try to maximize
the gap between distances corresponding to different classes (non-matching distances) and the ones corresponding to the same class (matching distances). Our optimization is more reasonable, because in video hashing application scenario, what
we care is the relative difference between matching distances and non-matching
distances: as long as the non-matching distances are larger than matching distances, the detection decision will be correct. We don’t care the absolute values of
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matching distances and non-matching distances.
2. Because of the first difference, distance combination (4.37) needs cross-validation
to identify two parameters C and λ before deciding the final α1 and α2 . But
our algorithm (4.17) can be implemented in a completely automatic manner; no
cross-validation is needed.
3. Distance combination (4.37) does not require α1 ≥ 0 or α2 ≥ 0; as a result, the
output distance may become negative. In our distance boosting(4.17), we force
the constraints α1 ≥ 0 and α2 ≥ 0, so the resulting distance will be always nonnegative. We believe non-negativity is one of the most important properties of a
“metric” and should be preserved.
4. According to [128], distance combination (4.37) can only fuse distances between the
same type of hash vectors. While in our distance boosting (4.17), we can also fuse
metrics between different types of hash vectors; in our application, we indeed fuse
two different hash vectors, frame-based hash vectors hf and flow-hashing-based
vectors ho .

4.3

Experiments and Analysis

Detection performance is measured by ROCs of a binary hypothesis test problem where
H1 assumes the query video Vq is a distorted version of the reference video Vr ; H0
assumes Vq and Vr are visually different videos. The error probabilities are defined as
PM (τ ) = Pr(d(H(V), H(A(V))) ≥ τ )

(4.40)

PF A (τ ) = Pr(d(H(V), H(A(V0 ))) < τ )

(4.41)

where A(·) denotes content-preserving attacks. The distortions/attacks we test against
are shown in Table 4.1. The visual effect of these distortions are shown in Fig. 4.3.
We compare our algorithm with two widely cited methods in CGO [30] and TIRI [41];
the algorithm parameters are set so that FH, CGO and TIRI will produce hash vectors
of roughly the same length (64, 80, 72, respectively). 700 videos are downloaded from
YouTube. In each simulation, 700 matching video pairs and 700 visually distinct video
pairs are used. In FH with distance boosting, 350 pairs are used in training and other
350 pairs are used in testing. Each video is normalized to 64 × 64 × 2 f/s.
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Attack
Attack 1
Attack 2
Attack 3
Attack 4
Attack 5
Attack 6
Attack 7
Attack 8

Table 4.1. Content preserving attacks and related parameters
Parameter Setting
Relative intensity changes from [0.3, 0.7] to [0, 1]
Rotate 5 deg, crop to [ 43 Width, 34 Height], intensity changes [0.2, 0.8] to [0, 1]
Random local bending
Rotate 5 deg, crop to [ 87 Width, 67 Height]
1
MJPEG compression QF=10, averaging filter r = 16
Height, crop to [ 34 Width, 43 Height]
30% of frames are dropped
Attack 2 + Attack 6
Attack 5 + Attack 6

(a) Original frame.

(b) Frame under Attack 1

(c) Frame under Attack 2

(d) Frame under Attack 3

(e) Frame under Attack 4

(f) Frame under Attack 5

Figure 4.3. Visual effects of the content-preserving distortions.

4.3.1

Benefits of automatic synchronization

We choose flow hashing (FH) as H(·), and Euclidean metric as d(·, ·), and plot the
ROCs of three cases: 1) DTW: Synchronized using the proposed method; 2) optimal:
Assume the frame deletion /insertion positions are perfectly known; 3) random: Assume
frames are deleted /inserted at random positions. Note that Case 2 though unrealistic
provides a bound to benchmark given methods since it leads to perfect synchronization;
Case 3 represents the current real-world scenario since YouTube for example doesn’t
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know the deletion/insertion positions chosen by a potentially malicious uploader. Fig.
4.4 reveals that the proposed method can significantly improve detection performance
under temporal attacks in particular.
The proposed DTW-based synchronization method can implement automatic synchronization for not only FH vectors, but also other types of video hashing methods.
Fig. 4.5 shows the benefits of the proposed synchronization method to CGO hashes.
Again, the detection performance is significantly improved comparing with random recuperation.

4.3.2

Why distance boosting works

We make different choices of d(·, ·) to explain why the proposed distance boosting can
improve detection performance. We plot the histogram of normalized dDTW in (4.12),
dFH in (4.13) and dboost in (4.14), respectively, in Fig. 4.6, from which we can see that if
we only use either frame-based hashes hf (from which dDTW is calculated), or flow hashes
ho (from which dFH is calculated), the histogram of distances between nonmatching pairs
(red part in Fig. 4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(b)) will have significant overlap with that between
matching pairs (blue part in Fig. 4.6(a) and Fig. 4.6(b)). But if we fuse ho and hf
using the proposed distance boosting method in (4.17), dboost between matching video
pairs will tend to be much smaller than that between nonmatching video pairs, resulting
that the blue histogram and red histogram in Fig. 4.6(c) will be much less overlapping
than if use only ho or hf . This reduced overlap in turn improves detection performance,
which is verified next.

4.3.3

ROC comparisons against existing techniques

Finally, we synchronize the query video using the proposed DTW-based method to get
Vsyn
as described in Algorithm 3, then apply CGO, TIRI and FH to Vsyn
q
q . For FH,
we test the performances of using dFH and dboost , respectively. The resulting ROCs
are shown in Figs. 4.7(a)-4.10(b), which show that: FH itself usually has better better
performance than TIRI and CGO; FH with distance boosting significantly outperforms
the alternatives.

4.4

Summary

We address the challenge of temporal desynchronization via a novel video hashing framework that involves DTW based synchronization followed by computation of a robust
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(c) Attack 7 (a spatio-temporal attack)

Figure 4.4. Benefits of the proposed synchronization method to detection performance in terms
of ROCs for FH.
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(c) Attack 7 (a spatio-temporal attack)

Figure 4.5. Benefits of the proposed synchronization method to detection performance in terms
of ROCs for CGO.
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Figure 4.6. Histogram of distances between visually different videos (red) and similar videos
(blue) for attack 2.
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Figure 4.7. ROC comparisons against state of the art video hashing techniques.

feature vector called flow hash (FH). Further, distance boosting is proposed to capture complementary information in FH and DTW based hash distances which delivers
enhanced ROC performance under severe spatio-temporal distortions.
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Figure 4.8. ROC comparisons against state of the art video hashing techniques.
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Figure 4.9. ROC comparisons against state of the art video hashing techniques.
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Figure 4.10. ROC comparisons against state of the art video hashing techniques.

Chapter

5

Conclusion
5.1

Thesis Summary

Video hashing finds a wide array of applications in content authentication, robust retrieval and anti-piracy search. This thesis makes contributions from three aspects:
• Robustness: We model a video as a 3rd-order tensor and apply tensor factorization
technique to compute our hash. Due to the spatio-temporal separation property,
the resulting hash vector will be robust to most content-preserving distortions.
That is, the hash vector from distorted video will be similar to the one corresponding to the original video. We also derive the analytical formulae for the ROCs
by modeling the related vectors as a GMM distribution. The resulting formulae
are consistent with experimental ROCs and can be used to predict the detection
performance when the proposed algorithm is applied to very large databases.
• Compactness: In order to make the hash vector as short as possible, we model the
input video as structural graphical model and partition it into several subgraphs
by applying normalized cuts graph partitioning. The number of subgraphs K
enables an explicitly controllable and nice tradeoff between detection performance
and hash length where smaller K corresponds to shorter hash length but worse
detection performance. We also propose a randomized adaptive quantizer based on
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma which also enables a nice tradeoff between detection
performance and hash length.
• Automatic synchronization and hash fusion: We incorporate automatic temporal
synchronization, which is based on dynamic time warping, into the flow hashing
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system. Furthermore, distance boosting is also proposed as a hash fusion method,
which is future-proof in the sense that whenever model retraining is needed, all
existing hash vectors need not be regenerated.
Note that the feature extractions in above three contributions are chosen based on
the following considerations: LRTA uses tensor-based method to improve robustness
performance; SGM focuses on compactness and uses the same feature extraction method
with TIRI for fair comparison; FH extracts features from optical flow, which is inspired
by [99]. Another difference is that LRTA and FH don’t quantize hashes while SGM does
quantization. For fair comparison, in experiments about LRTA and FH, we compare
real-valued hash vectors resulting from the state of the arts; in SGM experiments, we
compare with the state of the arts after quantization.

5.2

Future Research

Future research can be done in the following different directions:
• As stated in Section 1.2, the basic requirement for video hashing is robustness,
compactness and security. Although security is actively researched, there are still
some open problems about security of video hashing. [21] proposed to use conditional differential entropy of hash vectors to measure the security of fingerprints.
However, differential entropy is not necessary to be a particularly good security
measure because it has the scaling problem [22], i.e., if the fingerprint is scaled
by a constant that is larger than one, the entropy will change while the difficulty
of estimating the secret key is not changed. Another problem of entropy is that
it does not consider all cases of prior knowledge from the adversary [41], i.e., it
only considers the case that the adversary only has access to the video and the
hashing algorithm, but doesn’t know the hash values. But in some cases, the adversary indeed can also have access to some hash values. In order to deal with this
case, [25] proposed to use unicity distance which is the minimum number of observed media-hash pairs needed to estimate the secret key. The problem of unicity
distance is that it’s very difficult to quantify analytically. Therefore, security of
video fingerprint, i.e., discovering meaningful and tractable security measures, still
needs more research and can be considered as one direction of future research for
continuing this thesis.
• Another direction for future research is to design video hashing methods for specific
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type of videos and for specific type of distortions. In this thesis, the algorithms
are developed for generic videos and expected to be robust against all types of
distortions. But in some applications, video hashing is only applied for specific type
of videos and only some limited types of distortions are permissible. In this case,
how to design video hashing algorithms, which can utilize these prior information to
further optimize detection performance, is worthy to be investigated. Furthermore,
most existing methods such as CGO, RASH, TIRI and algorithms proposed in this
thesis all ignore color information of videos when extracting hashes. So a question
arises naturally: How can we utilize color information of videos in video hashing?
• In the experiments of this thesis, the statistical performance is derived from a
small database due to time and computational resource constraints; in the future,
it’s worthy to test the performances of the proposed algorithms under large video
databases if computational resource is permitted. Furthermore, when we developed our algorithms in this thesis, we do take the computational complexity as
a concern, but usually not the first concern. However, fast algorithms are always
needed. Sometimes there exist tradeoffs between computational complexity and
other performances. In this case, how to design video hashing algorithms with
acceptable detection performance if the computational complexity (time and/ or
space complexity) is a major concern? Besides, speed performance is also influenced by the indexing structures of the generated hash vectors, which are not
considered in this thesis. Having M-tree [129], R-tree [130] and k-d tree [131], new
indexing structures are still needed to further reduce the reaction time of video
hashing systems.
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